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First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0000776 Current Judge: Barbara Buchanan 
Bonner County Idaho vs. Nine Thousand Fifty Dollars and No Cents, U.S. Cur 
User: HUMRICH 
Bonner County Idaho vs. Nine Thousand Fifty Dollars and No Cents, U.S. Cur 
Date Code User Judge 
5/3/2011 NCOC BOWERS New Case Filed - Other Claims Barbara Buchanan 
APER BOWERS Plaintiff: Bonner County Idaho Appearance Louis Barbara Buchanan 
E Marshall 
BOWERS Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type not Barbara Buchanan 
listed in categories B-H, or the other A listings 
below Paid by: Bonner County Idaho (plaintiff) 
Receipt number: 0456140 Dated: 5/3/2011 
Amount: $.00 (Cash) For: Bonner County Idaho 
(plaintiff) 
COMP BOWERS Complaint in REM for Forfeiture Under Idaho Barbara Buchanan 
Code 37-27 44 
SMIS BOWERS Summons Issued Barbara Buchanan 
5/19/2011 MISC JACKSON Acceptance of Service - Val Thornton accepted Barbara Buchanan 
service 5-13 for Michael Cunningham, Jr. 
6/2/2011 HENDRICKSO Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Barbara Buchanan 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: 
Cunningham, Michael T Jr (other party) Receipt 
number: 0457646 Dated: 6/2/2011 Amount: 
$58.00 (Cash) For: Cunningham, Michael T Jr 
(other party) 
APER BOWERS Other party: Cunningham, Michael T Jr Barbara Buchanan 
Appearance Valerie Thornton 
ANSW BOWERS Answer Barbara Buchanan 
MD IS BOWERS Motion To Dismiss and for IC 12-117 Costs and Barbara Buchanan 
Attorney Fees 
NOFH BOWERS Notice Of Hearing Barbara Buchanan 
HRSC BOWERS Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss Barbara Buchanan 
06/20/2011 01:30PM) and for IC 12-117 Costs 
and Attorney Fees 
6/3/2011 HRSC MUELLER Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference Barbara Buchanan 
06/20/2011 01:30 PM) 
NOTC MUELLER Notice of Scheduling and Planning Conference Barbara Buchanan 
6/16/2011 MOTN BOWERS Motion to Shorten Time and Affidavit in Support of Barbara Buchanan 
Mike Cunningham's Motion to Dismiss 
NOTC BOWERS Notice of Intent to Present Argument and Barbara Buchanan 
Evidence in Support of Motion to Dismiss 
NTSD BOWERS Notice of Service of Mike Cunningham's First Set Barbara Buchanan 
of Interrogatories, Requests for Admission, and 
Requests for Production of Documents 
6/17/2011 OBJC BOWERS State's Objection to Motion to Dismiss and for I.C. Barbara Buchanan 
12-117 Costs and Attorney Fees 
BREF BOWERS Brief in Response to Objection to Mike Barbara Buchanan 
Cunningham's Motion to Dismiss 
0 l 
Date: 3/4/2013 First Judicial District Court - Bonner County User: HUMRICH 
Time: 1 ROAReport 
Case: CV-2011-0000776 Current Judge: Barbara Buchanan 
Bonner County Idaho vs. Nine Thousand Fifty Dollars and No Cents, U.S. Cur 
Bonner County Idaho vs. Nine Thousand Fifty Dollars and No Cents, U.S. Cur 
Date Code User Judge 
6/20/2011 CMIN SECK Court Minutes Barbara Buchanan 
Hearing type: Motion to Dismiss 




Minutes Clerk: Melissa Seck 
Tape Number: crtrm 3 
Valerie Thonrton 
Louis Marshall 
HRVC BOWERS Hearing result for Scheduling Conference held on Barbara Buchanan 
06/20/2011 01:30PM: Hearing Vacated 
CTLG BOWERS Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss held on Barbara Buchanan 
06/20/2011 01:30 PM: CTRM 3- and for IC 
12-117 Costs and Attorney Fees 
GRNT BOWERS Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss held on Barbara Buchanan 
06/20/2011 01:30 PM: Motion Granted 
6/30/2011 MOTN BOWERS Motion for Return of Property Including Cell Barbara Buchanan 
Phone 
NOFH BOWERS Notice Of Hearing Barbara Buchanan 
HRSC BOWERS Hearing Scheduled (Motion 08/08/2011 02:00 Barbara Buchanan 
PM) Motion for Return of Property Including Cell 
Phone 
NOFH BOWERS Amended Notice Of Hearing Barbara Buchanan 
CONT BOWERS Continued (Motion 08/10/2011 02:00 PM) Barbara Buchanan 
Motion for Return of Property Including Cell 
Phone 
7/7/2011 MOTN BOWERS Motion for Return of Property Barbara Buchanan 
7/28/2011 MOTC BOWERS Motion To Compel Discovery and For Requests Barbara Buchanan 
for Admissions to be Deemed Admitted 
NOFH BOWERS Notice Of Hearing - 8/1 0@1 :59 pm Barbara Buchanan 
AFFD BOWERS Affidavit in Support of Motion to Compel Barbara Buchanan 
Discovery and For Requests for Admissions to be 
Deemed Admitted 
HRSC BOWERS Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel Barbara Buchanan 
08/10/2011 01 :59 PM) Motion to Compel 
Discovery and For Requests For Admissions to 
Be Deemed Admitted 
8/1/2011 BREF BOWERS Brief in Support of Motion for Return of Property Barbara Buchanan 
Including Cell Phone 
8/8/2011 ORDR MUELLER Order for Return of Property Barbara Buchanan 
HRVC MUELLER Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Barbara Buchanan 
08/10/2011 02:00PM: Hearing Vacated Motion 
for Return of Property Including Cell Phone 




First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2011-0000776 Current Judge: Barbara Buchanan 
User: HUMRICH 
Bonner County Idaho vs. Nine Thousand Fifty Dollars and No Cents, U.S. Cur 
Bonner County Idaho vs. Nine Thousand Fifty Dollars and No Cents, U.S. Cur 
Date Code User Judge 
8/8/2011 HRVC MUELLER Hearing result for Motion to Compel scheduled Barbara Buchanan 
on 08/10/2011 01:59PM: Hearing Vacated 
Motion to Compel Discovery and For Requests 
For Admissions to Be Deemed Admitted 
8/10/2011 MOTN BOWERS Motion for Entry of Judgment Barbara Buchanan 
SMRT BOWERS Summons Returned Barbara Buchanan 
8/26/2011 ORDR JACKSON Order Dismissing Forfeiture Barbara Buchanan 
CD IS JACKSON Civil Disposition entered for: Bonner County Barbara Buchanan 
Idaho, Plaintiff; Cunningham, Michael T Jr, Other 
Party. Filing date: 8/26/2011 
STAT JACKSON STATUS CHANGED: closed Barbara Buchanan 
9/9/2011 MEMO BOWERS Memorandum of Costs and Fees and Affidavit of Barbara Buchanan 
Counsel 
MOTN BOWERS Motion for An Award of Attorney Fees Barbara Buchanan 
9/12/2011 MEMO BOWERS Amended Memorandum of Costs and Fees and Barbara Buchanan 
Affidavit of Counsel 
MOTN BOWERS Amended Motion for An Award of Attorney Fees Barbara Buchanan 
9/22/2011 OBJC BOWERS Objection to Memorandum of Costs Barbara Buchanan 
OBJC BOWERS Objection to Motion for Attorney's Fees Barbara Buchanan 
10/17/2011 NOTC JACKSON Notice of Hearing (11/23/11 @ 2 pm) Barbara Buchanan 
10/20/2011 HRSC MUELLER Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Attorney fees and Barbara Buchanan 
Costs 11/23/2011 02:00 PM) 
STAT MUELLER STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk Barbara Buchanan 
action 
MUELLER Notice Of Hearing Barbara Buchanan 
11/23/2011 HRHD MUELLER Hearing result for Motion for Attorney fees and Barbara Buchanan 
Costs scheduled on 11/23/2011 02:00 PM: 
Hearing Held 
CMIN MUELLER Court Minutes Barbara Buchanan 
Hearing type: Motion for Attorney fees and Costs 
Hearing date: 11/23/2011 
Time: 2:01 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: Susan MUELLER 
Tape Number: CTRM 4 
Val Thornton 
Louis Marshall 
BREF KELSO Brief in Support of Motion for Attorney Fees Barbara Buchanan 
11/28/2011 ORDR KELSO Order Denying Claimant's Motion for Attorney Barbara Buchanan 
Fees 
1/9/2012 HENDRICKSO Filing: L 1 -Appeal, Small claims Dept to Barbara Buchanan 
Magistrate Court Paid by: John Thornton 
Receipt number: 04t1~it,Dated: 1/9/2012 
Amount $53.00 (Ch Jil>r: Cunningham, 
Michael T Jr (other party) 
Date: 3/4/2013 First Judicial District Court - Bonner County User: HUMRICH 
Time: 1 ROAReport 
Page 4 of6 Case: CV-2011-0000776 Current Judge: Barbara Buchanan 
Bonner County Idaho vs. Nine Thousand Fifty Dollars and No Cents, U.S. Cur 
Bonner County Idaho vs. Nine Thousand Fifty Dollars and No Cents, U.S. Cur 
Date Code User 
1/9/2012 BNDC HENDRICKSO Bond Posted -Cash (Receipt 467839 Dated Barbara Buchanan 
1/9/2012 for 100.00) 
APDC DRIVER Appeal Filed In District Court - transcripts Barbara Buchanan 
requested for hearing held 11/23/2011 
NTOA DRIVER Notice Of Appeal Barbara Buchanan 
CHJG OPPELT Change Assigned Judge Steve Verby 
1/20/2012 ORDR OPPELT Order or Reassignment John T. Mitchell 
CHJG OPPELT Change Assigned Judge John Stegner 
1/23/2012 ORDR OPPELT Order Assigning Judge John Stegner 
CHJG OPPELT Change Assigned Judge Jeff Brudie 
1/30/2012 MISC OPPELT Document Request from Judge Brudie Jeff Brudie 
2/2/2012 MISC OPPELT Documents Requested by Judge Brudie Sent Jeff Brudie 
2/14/2012 MISC OPPELT Copy of CD and Copy of Minutes of November Jeff Brudie 
23, 2011 Hearing Sent to Judge Brudie 
3/2/2012 MISC DRIVER Invoice from LC Reporting for transcript of Jeff Brudie 
November 23, 2011 -total $55.25 
BNDV DRIVER Bond Converted (Transaction number 313330 Jeff Brudie 
dated 3/2/2012 amount 44.75) 
BNDV DRIVER Bond Converted (Transaction number 313331 Jeff Brudie 
dated 3/2/2012 amount 55.25) 
3/16/2012 MISC OPPELT E-mail from Nez Perce County - Original Jeff Brudie 
Transcript from the 11-23-11 hearing is in Nez 
Perce County 
3/20/2012 ORDR DRIVER Order Scheduling Briefs and Argument: Jeff Brudie 
Appellant Brief due 4/24/2012 
Respondent Brief due 5/23/2012 
Reply Brief due 6/13/2012 
Hearing 7/12/2012 
HRSC DRIVER Hearing Scheduled (Oral Argument on Appeal Jeff Brudie 
07/12/2012 02:00PM) The Court Will Initiate the 
Call. In Nez Perce County. 
3/21/2012 OBJC OPPELT Objection to Briefing Schedule on Appeal Jeff Brudie 
3/27/2012 OBJC DRIVER Amended Objection and Motion to Vacate Jeff Brudie 
Briefing Schedule on Appeal 
MOTN DRIVER Motion for Preparation of Transcript- June 20, Jeff Brudie 
2011 
3/29/2012 ORDR KELSO Order for Production of Transcript Jeff Brudie 
ESTM DRIVER Estimate Of Transcript Cost- for hearing June 20, Jeff Brudie 
2011 to be $100.00; mailed to Val Thornton 
4/11/2012 BNDC DRIVER Bond Posted- Cash (Receipt 472119 Dated Jeff Brudie 
4/11/2012 for 100.00) 
4/16/2012 CINF OPPELT CD, Minutes and Order for Production of Jeff Brudie 
Transcript Sent to Linda Carlton for Preparation of 
Transcript 
4/23/2012 MOVA DRIVER Motion To Vacate Briefing Schedule on Appeal Jeff Brudie 
Date: 3/4/2013 
Time: 1 
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Bond Converted (Transaction number 313633 
dated 5/14/2012 amount 39.00) 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 313634 




COPY of Order Vacating Briefing Schedule on Jeff Brudie 
Appeal- was signed by Judge Brudie on 5/1/2012 
Hearing result for Oral Argument on Appeal Jeff Brudie 
scheduled on 07/12/2012 02:00PM: Hearing 
Vacated The Court Will Initiate the Call. In Nez 
Perce County. 
Order Scheduling Briefs and Argument -
Appellant's brief due 7/30/2012 
Respondent's brief due 8/27/2012 
Any Reply brief due 9/17/2012 
Jeff Brudie 
Hearing Scheduled (Oral Argument on Appeal Jeff Brudie 
10/24/2012 03:00 PM) The Court will initiate the 
call. In Nez Perce County. 
Motion for Extension of Time Jeff Brudie 
Appellant's Brief Jeff Brudie 
Amended Motion for an Extension of Time and Jeff Brudie 
Certification of Counsel in Support 
Certification of Counsel in Support of Motion for Jeff Brudie 
an Extension of Time 
Respondent's Brief Jeff Brudie 
Hearing result for Oral Argument on Appeal Jeff Brudie 
scheduled on 10/24/2012 03:00PM: Hearing 
Held The Court will initiate the call. In Nez Perce 
County. 
Opinion and Order on Appeal 
Change Assigned Judge 
STATUS CHANGED: closed 





Filing: L4 -Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Barbara Buchanan 
Supreme Court Paid by: Thornton, Valerie 
(attorney for Cunningham, Michael T Jr) Receipt 
number: 0484535 Dated: 1/11/2013 Amount: 
$109.00 (Credit card) For: Cunningham, Michael 
T Jr (other party) 
Filing: Technology Cost- CC Paid by: Thornton, Barbara Buchanan 
Valerie (attorney for Cunningham, Michael T Jr) 
Receipt number: 0484535 Dated: 1/11/2013 
Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) For: Cunningham, 
Michael T Jr (other party) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 484537 Dated 
1/11/2013 for 200.00) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 484539 Dated 
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First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2011-0000776 Current Judge: Barbara Buchanan 
Bonner County Idaho vs. Nine Thousand Fifty Dollars and No Cents, U.S. Cur 
User: HUMRICH 
Bonner County Idaho vs. Nine Thousand Fifty Dollars and No Cents, U.S. Cur 
Date Code User 




BNDC HUM RICH 
2/4/2013 CCOA HUM RICH 
2/6/2013 MISC HUM RICH 
Judge 
Defendant: Nine Thousand Fifty Dollars and No Barbara Buchanan 
Cents, U.S. Cur, Appearance Valerie Thornton 
Bond Voided Barbara Buchanan 
Bond Voided 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 484541 Dated 
1/11/2013 for 200.00) 
Bond Posted- Cash (Receipt 484542 Dated 




Clerk's Certificate Of Appeal - Original mailed to Barbara Buchanan 
ISC with certified copies of the following; Notice of 
Appeal, Opinion and Order on Appeal, ROAs, and 
receipt of civil appeal filing fee. 
Clerk's Records due to attorneys 3/6/2013; ISC Gaylen Box 
4/10/2013. 
Oti 
~· >- ,. 
:-; ( · .. ~· ~ . 
-· .. :, . 
2011 HAy - 3 A II· I S 
BONNER COUNTY PROSECUTING ATIOR.~EY 
Louis Marshall, ISB#6441 ·-...... _ __ _ 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint , ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
Fa.'C (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
MAGISTRATE COURT 
BO:N""NER COUNTY IDAHO, ) 
by and through Louis E. Marshall, ) 





NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS ) 
A.1.~D NO CENTS, U. S. CURRENCY, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CV-2011- c_ \'"I:· t{ ( 
COMPLAINT IN REM FOR 
FORFEITURE UNDER 
IDAHO CODE§ 37-2744 
For a cause of action against the defendant, Plaintiff avers and alleges as follows : 
GENERI\L ALLEGATIONS 
I. Plaintiff is the Prosecuting Attorney for Bonner County, Idaho. 
II. Defendant is Nine Thousand Fifty Dollars and No Cents, U. S. Currency. 
III. This Court has jurisdiction in this matter pursuant to Idaho Code § 37-2744(d)(2). 
IV. This Court has venue as the Defendant was seized in Bonner County, Idaho and is now 
and during the pendency of this action will remain, in Bonner County, Idaho. 
V. That during the warrant search ofthe residence of Michael T. Cunningham, Jr. in 
Bonner County, Idaho which was conducted by law enforcement officials and disclosed 
evidence of the manufacture or delivery of marijuana which was seized. 
V1. Defendant Nine Thousand Fifty Dollars and No Cents, U.S. Currency is subject to 
forfeiture as it was found in close proximity of controlled substances and/or constitutes 
illicit drug proceeds, in violation of Idaho Code§ 37-2744 and the Idaho Controlled 
Substance Act. 
COMPL.VNT IN REM FOR FORFEITURE - 1 007 
VII. The Defendant property, Nine Thousand Fifty Dollars and No 
the property of Michael T. Cunningham, Jr. 
vVHEREFORE, Defendant Nine 
U. , is 
Dollars 
S. Currency, forfeited to the Office of the Prosecuting Attorney of Bonner County, Idaho and that 
the Plaintiff recovers its costs and disbursements and have such other and further relief as is just and 
equitable. 





County of Bonner ) 
Louis Marshall, 
deposes and says: 
Attorney for Bonner County, Idaho, being first duly sworn 
That I am the Prosecuting Attorney for Bonner County, Idaho, have read the above and 
foregoing COMPLAIJ\;TJ' IN REM FOR FORFEITURE UNDER IDAHO CODE §37-2744, know the 
contents thereof, and that the statements contained therein are true to the best of my knowledge and 
belief. 
Prosecuting Attorney 
SUBSCRIBED ~D¥~} 0&~ to before me this day of May, 2011. 
iding at Sandpoint 
Commission Expires October 14, 2011 
COMPL~INT IN REM FOR FORFEITURE- 2 
BONNER COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
Louis Marshall, ISB#6441 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
Fax: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJl'-.rrY OF BONNER 
MAGISTRATE COURT 
BONNER COl~rrY IDAHO, 










NINE THO USA..~ FIFfY DOLLARS ) 




TO: MICHAEL T. CUNNINGHAM, 1324 Oak Street, Sandpoint, ID 83864 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that in order to defend this lawsuit, an appropriate written 
response must be filed v;ith the above-designated court vvithin "i'wenty (20) days after service of this 
Summons on you, or if by mail, within Twenty (20) days after mailing of this Summons. If you fail to 
so respond, the Court may enter judgment as demanded by the Plaintiff in the Compla.i:1t. 
A copy of the Complaint is served -with this Summons. If you vvish to seek the advice or 
representation by an attorney in this matter, you should do so promptly so that your vvTitten response, 
if any may be filed in time and other legal rights protected. 
An appropriate written response requires compliance with Rule 10(a)(1) and other Idaho Rules 
of Civil Procedure and shall also include: 
1. The title and number of this case. 
SUMMONS-I 
2. If your response is an Answer to the Complaint, it must contain admissions or denials 
of the separate allegations of the Complaint and other defenses you may claim, and 
must be verified. 
3. Your signature, mailing address and telephone number, or the signature, mailing 
address and telephone number of your attorney. 
4. Proof of mailing or delivery of a copy of your response to Plaintiffs attorney, as 
designated above. 
To determine whether you must pay a filing fee with your response, contact the Clerk 
of the above-named Court. 
DATED this~ day of May, 2011. 
0 0 
SUMMONS-2 
BOl\TNER COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
Louis Marshall, ISB#6441 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
Fax: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN Al~D FOR THE COu'N!Y OF BO:N"NER 
BONNER COuNTY IDAHO, 




Case No. CV-11-776 
ACCEPTA.~CE OF SERVICE 
NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS 











STATE OF IDAHO ) 
):ss 
County of Bonner ) 
I, Val Thornton, Attorney at Law, attorney for Defendant property owner in this action, 
1\.1ichael T. Cunningham, Jr., first duly sworn, depose and say that: 
1. I acknowledge that I did receive and accept service of the Complaint Summons of 
Michael T. Cunningham in the above-named matter effective this~"'---- day of May, 2011. 
2. I further acknowledge that Michael T. Cunningham, Jr. has authorized this acceptance of 
service. 
ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE- 1 
CV-11-776 
VAL THORNTON, Attorney for Defendant Property 
Owner, Michael T. Cunningham, Jr. 






Attorney for Defendant 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83 864 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
JSB #6517 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF lliE FIRST JlJDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
BONNER COUNTY IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
Case No. CV-2011-0776 
MOTION TO DISMISS~ 
AND FOR I.C. § 12-117 Nine thousand fifty dollars and no 










COSTS AND A TTORt~EY FEES 
AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
Defendant. 
NOTICE OF HEARJNG 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Def-endant's Motions to Dismiss is scheduled to be 
heard at the Bonner County Courthouse the 20th day of Jtme, 2011, at the bonr of 
1:30 o•clock p.m. before the Honorable Barbara Buchanon, Magistrate Judge_ 
MOTION TO DTSMTSS 
Defendant MIKE Cl.JNNfNGHAM hereby demands dismissal ofthe above action. 
as follows: 
1_ Proceedings were not instituted with1n thiny (30) days ofthe wrongful search and 
seizure, and therefore the court lacks jurisdiction to proceed in forfeiture pursuant to I. C. 
37~2744(c)(3)_ 
2. The State does not have basis in fact or in Jaw to prosecute the above entitled 
forfeirure action. 
MOTION TO DISMlSS AND FOR l. C § 12-117 COSTS AND A TfORNEY FEES PAGE 1 
016 
3. Defendant hereby demands to be awarded statutory costs and attorney fees 
pursuant to I. C § l 2- 11 7 and lcl~bg Departm{tQt of Law Enforcement v. Kluss, 125 Idaho 
682, 873 P.2d 1336 (Idaho 994). 
\\lfffiREFORE, IT IS PRAYED, 
IHA T the coun dismiss the above entitled action as untimely~ and, 
THAT the court award the party in interest, Mike Cunningham, his costs and 
attorney fees incurred in defending against this action, pursuant to L C. § 2-11 7 
"-'-' DATED thisl_ day of ~ ~.,.;; 2011. 
Val Thornton, Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby c~ifies that a true and correct 
delivered as indicated on the -~day of ~ ~-·---' 201 
LOUIS MARSHALL 
Courthouse mail 
Bonner County Courthouse 
127 South First Street 
Sandpoint, 10 83864 
_mailed, postage prepaid, 
]1Lfaxed to (208) 263-6 726 
hand-delivered 
MOTION TO DISMTSS AND FOR l.C § 12-117 COSTS AND AITORNEY FEES PAGE2 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIRST illDICIAl;; ~fST~1;~ 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJ1'1TlSOF.BW"NER 
MAGISTRATE'S DIVISION 
BOl\I'NER COUNTY IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs 
NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS, 
Defendant. 
NOTICE OF SCHEDULING AND 
PLANNING CONFERENCE 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that a Scheduling and Planning Conference shall be 
convened on the 20th of June, 2011 at 1:30 o'clock p.m. in a courtroom of the 
undersigned Magistrate at the Bonner County Courthouse. Sandpoint, Idaho. Counsel must be 
present with their calendars and must be prepared to discuss the issues set forth in LR. CP. 16(b ), 
states as follows: 
Rule 16(b). Scheduling and planning. 
Except in cases exempted by order of the court as inappropriate, the judge or 
magistrate shall, after consulting "\Vith the attorneys for the parties and any 
unrepresented parties, by a scheduling conference, telephone, mail or other 
suitable means, enter a scheduling order that limits the time 
(1) to join other parties and to amend the pleadings; 
(2) to file and hear motions; and 
(3) to complete discovery. 
The scheduling order also may include 
( 4) the date or dates for conferences to review settlement or ADR options; 
(5) the date(s) for other conferences, including a final pretrial conference and 
trial; and 
(6) any other matters appropriate in the circumstances of the case. 
The order shall be issued as soon as practical and, unless it is totally impractical, 
no more than 180 days after the filing of the complaint. A schedule shall not be 
modified except by leave of the judge or a magistrate upon a showing of good 
cause. 
NOTICE OF SCHEDULING AND PLANNING CONFERENCE- 1. 8 
The attornevs (or parties not represented by an attornev) shall be in attendance and 
be prepared to discuss the foregoing. Failure to be available at the time of the conference 
will result in a scheduling order prepared without consideration for the convenience of the 
parties or counsel, as well as other sanctions. 
The attorneys/parties may not schedule any other hearings or motions on the above-
referred date and time. 
Barbara A. Buchanan 
Magistrate Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was [ ] faxed: 
me, First Class maiL postage prepaid this day of 201 L to: 
LOUIS MARSfLL\LL 
Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney at Law 
Courthouse Mail 
V ALERlE PARR THORNTON 
Attorney at Law 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
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Louis Marshall, ISB#6441 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
Fax: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN A_"N"D FOR THE COUN1Y OF BONNER 
MAGISTRATE COURT 
BONNER COlJNTY IDAHO, ) 
by and through Louis E. Marshall, ) 





NINE THOUSAND FIFIT DOLlARS ) 
~~"JD NO CENTS, U. S. CURRENCY, ) 
) 
Case No. CV-11-776 
STATE'S OBJECTION TO MOTION TO 
DISMISS AND FORI.C. § 12-117 
COSTS AND ATIORNEY FEES 
COMES NOW, Louis E. Marshall, Prosecuting Attorney for Bonner County, Idaho 
and objects to the Defendant's Motion to Dismiss for the follovving reasons: 
1. Owner of the Defendant property, Mike Cunningham, by and through his 
attorney, Val Thornton, filed a Motion to Dismiss and for I.C. § 12-117 Costs 
and Attorney Fees. 
2. Defendant property mvner alleges that the court lacks jurisdiction under I. C. § 
37-2744(c)(3) as forfeiture proceedings were not filed within thirty (30) days 
of '\wongful search and seizure." This code section does not apply as a valid 
search warrant was obtained by Detective Kit Sanger on March 30, 2011 prior 
STATE'S OBJECTION TO MOTION TO DISMISS 
to the seizure of the Defendant property on the same day. A copy of the search 
warrant is attached and incorporated herev"Vrith. 
Pursuant to I.C. § 37-2744(c), forfeiture proceedings against property 
obtained by valid process of law shall be instituted promptly. It is the State's 
position that the failure to file proceedings v"Vithin thirty (30) days is not a 
violation of the requirement of promptness as the Complaint in the above 
named proceeding vvas filed on May 3, 2011, thirty-four days after the seizure 
of the property in furtherance of a valid warrant. 
4· Finally, pursuant to LC. § 12-121, costs and attorney fees may be awarded to a 
prevailing party, but as the mvner of the Defendant property has not shown 
that he has grounds to prevail on his motion to dismiss the forfeiture of the 
Defendant property, he is not entitled to costs or attorney fees under this 
section. 
It is therefore respectfully requested that the Court deny the Motion to Dismiss 
and deny the party in interest, Mike Cunningham's, request for costs and attorney fees. 
DATED this day of .June 2011. 
Prosecuting Attorney 
STATE'S OBJECTION TO MOTION TO DISMISS 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the day of June, 2011, I caused to be delivered a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing document as addressed to the following: 
Val Thornton 
Attorney at Lmv 
Fax: (208) 255-2327 
Legal Assistant 














STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff I Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 




CASE NO. CV-2011-0776 
DATE: JUNE 20,2011 TIME: 1:30 
COURTROOM # 3 
PM 
VS NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS NO CENTS 
Defendant I Respondent 
Atty: LOUIS MARSHALL 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS 
Atty: VALERIE THORNTON 
SCHEDULING CONFERENCE 
MOTION TO DISMISS & ATTORNEY'S FEES & COSTS 
CHARGE 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
131 J I Calls Case 
I PRESENT: l LOUIS MARSHALL; VALERIE THORNTON; MS. THORNTON'S 
. CLIENT MICHAEL CUNNINGHAM 
J MS. THORNTON FILED THE MOTION; I REVIEWED THE PLEADINGS AND 
BRIEF; I PULLED THE STATUTE 
LM ASKING WHAT THE COURT IS TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION. 12B IS QUITE 
LARGE. 
J JUST THE TIME LINE. THE 30 DAYS. 
VT YES. 
J THE ISSUE BEFORE THE COURT IS IF THE 30 DAYS IS ABSOLUTE. COULDN'T 
FIND A CASE ON POINT. GO AHEAD MS. THORNTON 
133 VT ARGUMENT. CITES CASE LAW SUPPORTING ARGUMENT. FORFEITURE 
PROCEEDING WAS NOT INITIATED UNTIL 34 DAYS LATER 
!J MR. MARSHALL 
139 LM ARGUMENT AGAINST MOTION TO DISMISS. COMPLAINT SHOULD NOT BE 
DISMISSED. 
J I AM GRANTING THE MOTION TO DISMISS. I AGREE, THIS IS VERY ODD. I 
LOOKED AT THE CASE LAW. RECITES THE STATUTE IN BRINGING THE CASE. 
IT DOES REFER BACK TO THE 30 DAYS. THERE IS A 1979 CASE DEPT V 
WILLEY'S JEEP. AGAIN, THE LANGUAGE AGAIN SUGGESTS THAT YOU HAVE 
TO HAVE A TRIAL WITHIN 30 DAYS. 
J A LOT OF THESE ADMINISTRATIVE CASES HAVE TIGHT TIME FRAMES. 
J GRANT MOTION TO DISMISS. ONLY HAVE 30 DAYS TO FILE, AND WE ARE AT 
34DAYS. 
J ARE YOU ASKING FOR FEES. 
VT I KNOW I HAVE A TIME FRAME TO RESPOND. CAN THE COURT ADDRESS 
THAT NOW 
LM THE STATE WOULD OBJECT. 














Attorney for Defendant 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83 864 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
JSB #6517 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE .FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FORTI-IE COUNTY OF BONNER 





NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS ) 
U, S. CURRENCY ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CV-201 t-0776 
MOTION FOR RETURN OF 
PROPERTY 
INCLUDJNG CELL PHONE 
AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
PLEASE T.t\KE NOTICE that Defendant's Motion For Return of Property is 
scheduled to be heard the 8th day of A11gust~ 2011, at the hour of2:00 o•dock p.m. 
before the Honorable Barbara Buchanon, Magistrate Judge. 
MOTION FOR RETIJRN OF PROPERTY 
Defendant MIKE C~NINGHAM, by and through his undersigned counsel, 
hereby demands return of his property pursuant to I.CR 41(e) and I. C. 37-2744(D)(lll), 
as follows: 
l. Defendant's property was seized incident to a search warrant, which is governed by 
I C. R 41(e). Defendant maintains and alleges as follows: 
A) That the existence and possession of1ife savings do not prove or tend to make 
more or less probable any element of the crimes of possession of marijuana or possession 
MOTION FOR RETUR.~ OF PROPERTY PAGE 1 
of paraphernalia for which the warrant was issued. 
B) That the existence and possession of a cell phone does not prove or to 
make more or Jess probable any element of the crime of possession of marijuana or 
possession of paraphernalia for which the warrant was issued_ 
C) That the warrant was issued on the word of faw enforcement who did not have 
articulable facts substantiating probable cause to believe a crime was being committed, and 
that therefore the seizure violated defendant's federal and state constitutional rights. 
2. The County filed forfeiture pmceedings against the $9050 life savings in the a.bove 
entitled action, which forfeiture has been dismissed_ 
3. I CR. 4l(c) authorizes a motion for return of property under civil proceedings if 
no criminal action is pending: 
.. The motion for the return of the property shall be made only 
in the criminal action if one 1s pending, but if no action is perm1r1g 
a civil proceedings may be filed in the county where the proeperty 
is seized or located. The coun shaH receive evidence on any issue 
of fact necessary to the decision on the motion. Jfthe motion is 
granted the property shall be restored and it shaH not be 
admissible in evidence at any hearing or triaL 
4. l.C 27-2744(d)(3)(D)(JH) mandates return ofthe property if the court finds that 
the property is not subject to forfeiture under the at.'1:. 
5 _ Mike Cunningham will further present evidence and argument support of this 
motion at the time scheduled for hearing. 
WHEREFORE, IT IS PRAYED, 
THAT the court order the return of the money and cell phone to the owner of said 
property, Mike Cunningham, pursuant to l.C 37-2744(d)(3)(D)(HI), and pursuant to 1 C. 
R 41(e)_ 
MOTION FOR RETURN OF PROPERTY PAGE2 
mAT the court award the party in interest, Mike Cunningham, his costs and 
attorney fees incurred in defending against this action, pursuant to tC § 1 117, 
I 2- i 2 t, or, in the alternative, for an evidentiary hearing and an award of costs and 
attorney fees pursuant to LC. § 12-123. 
DATED this ~ay of .:J~__, 2011. 
~~-----~ - a..\.d ~ 
Val Thornton, Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
delivered as indicated on the '?i;!_c- day of ~_n..Q_ __ , 2011, to: 
LOUfS MARSHALL 
Courthouse rnai I 
.Bonner County Courthouse 
127 South First Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
MOTION l70R RETURN OF PROPERTY PAGE3 
4 
mailed. postage prepaid, 
},(_faxed to (208) 263-6726 
hand-delivered 
VAL TiiORNTON 
Attorney for Defendant 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
ISB #6517 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIA 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR 'THE COUNT 







NINE THOUSAl'"D FIFTY DOLLARS ) 




Case No. CV~20U-0776 
AMENDED 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
TO: State ofidaho, Bonner County Prosecutor Louis R Marshall, Sandpoint City 
Prosecutor Lori Meulenberg, and to the clerk of the above entitled court 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendant's Motion For Return of Property is 
scheduled to be heard the lOth day of August~ 2011, at the hour of 2:00 o'clock p.m. 
before the Honorable Barbara Buchanon., Magistrate Judge. 
e.-
DATED this~ day of ~U-~, 2011. 
'j_cJl 1\luD\.~ 
VaJ Thornton, Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned here~ ~rti:fies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
delivered as indicated on the ~day of ~~ 2011, to 
LOllS MARSHALL 
LORI MEULENBERG 
Bonner County Prosecutor 
faxed to (208) 263-6726 
Sandpoint City Prosecutor 
faxed to (208) 255-1368 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING PAGE 1 
OFFICE OF THE CITY ATTORNEY 
Scot R. Campbell (ISBN 4121) 






FA~ (208) 255-1368 
83864 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




Nine Fifty Dollars/ 
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o I*C .. R~ 1(e and I. 
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Case No. CV 11 0776 
Citation: 
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Attorney for Defendant 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-50 J 7 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
ISB #6517 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDIClAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN M'D FOR THE COUNTY OF BONN"ER 
MAGISTRATE DMSION 







Case No. CV-2011-0776 
~Th"'E THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS ) 
U. S. CURRENCY ) 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR RETURN OF 
PROPERTY 
INCLUDJNG CELL PHONE 
) 
Defendant. ) 
PARTY interest, Mike Cunningham, by and through undersigned counsel, 
hereby submits brief in support of his demand for the return of his property pursuant to 
I.CR. 4J(e) and lC 37-2744(D)(IU), as follows: 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Mr. Cunninghamt's property was seized incident to a search warrant obtained by 
Sandpoint City Prosecutor Lori Meulenberg, herinafter "the City" The warrant states on 
its face that the purpose of the search was to discover evidence of possession of marijuana 
and of possession of paraphernalia. The search has allegedly resulted in the se1zure of 
various jars containing neglible amounts of marijuana, and some items of paraphernalia, 
including broken pipes and a bong, and a cell phone. Also seized, but not listed in the 
warrant, were monies kept in a safe in the amount of$9,050.00. 
To the best of Mr. Cunningham's knowledge and belief, this search warrant was 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RETURN OF PROPERTY PAGEl 
obtained wrongfully, supported only by an unsubstantiated statement without indicia of 
reliabilitv. The seizure of the ce11 phone and Mr. Cunningham's life savings were not 
supported by the warrant. The issue of the warrant was avoided due to lack of criminal 
charges that would provide a venue in which to litigate a motion to suppress. Instead, 
Bonner County Prosecutor Louis E Marshall, hereinafter "the County", filed forfeiture 
proceedings against the $9050 life savings in the above entitled action. The forfeiture 
proceeding was dismissed, but Mr. Cunningham's property has not been returned, and the 
County now denies that it is in possession of the monies. The location of the property has 
not been disclosed, however, it logically follows that the property is in the possession of 
the Sandpoint Police Department, or of the City. The city also retains possession of the 
cell phone listed in the warrant. A.fr. Cunningham has filed his motion for return of 
property in the present civil proceeding pursuant to I. C. R 41 (e), and has properly 
included the City as a party. 
ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITY 
L C. R 41 (e) authorizes a motion for return of property under civil proceedings if 
no criminal action is pending: 
A person aggrieved by a search and seizure may move the district 
court for the return of the property on the ground that the person 
is entitled to lawful possession of the property and that it was 
illegally se1zed. The motion for the return of the property shaH be 
made only in the criminal action if one js pending. but if ntJ action 
is pending a civil proceedings may be filed in the coun.ty ·where 
the property is seized or located. The court shall reeeive 
evidence on any issue of fact necessary to the decision on the 
motion. If the motion is granted the property shall be restored 
and it shall not be admissible in evidence at any hearing or trial.. 
LG. R. 41W, emphasis added. In t.his case, there is no criminal action pending, and the 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RETURN OF PROPERTY PAGE2 
050 
matter of the monies seized were made the subject of the present forfeiture proceed1ng, 
filed by the County pursuant to I. C. § 37-2744. 
That statute states, relevant part: 
Property taken or detained under this section shal.l not be 
su~1ect to replevin, but is deemed to be in the custody of 
the director. or appropriate prosecuting attorney, 
subject only to the orders and decrees of the district coun. 
or magistrate's division thereof, having jurisdiction over the 
forfeiture proceedings ... 
L C. § 37-2744(c} By filing a forfeiture proceeding, the County has taken the position 
that it is the "appropriate prosecuting attorney", therefore the County is the party having 
custody over the property; however, the County now denies having custody of Mr. 
Cunningham's monies. open court at the hearing resulting in the dismissal of the 
forfeiture proceedings, the County stated that the property was bejng held as ev1dence 
against Mr. Cunningham. However, the monies were never acknowledged to be received 
by the City, and the warrant only authorized the seizure of property evidencing possession 
of paraphernalia or marijuana. The existence and possession of life savings, or of a ceJJ 
phone, do not prove or tend to make more or Jess probable any element of the crimes of 
possession of maJijuana or possession of paraphernalia for which the warrant was issued. 
The warrant does not have a case number, and there is no evidence of a warrant return 
having beerdiled as required by I. C. § 19-4415: 
The officer must forthwith return the warrant to the 
magistrate. and deliver to him a written inventory of the 
property taken, made publicly or in the presence t?f the 
person from whose possession it was taken, and of the 
applicant for the warrant, if they are present, verified by the 
affidavit of the officer at the foot of the inventory, and taken 
before the magstrate at the time, to the following effect: "I, 
R.S., the officer by whom this warrant was executed do 
BR1EF TN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RETIJRN OF PROPERTY 
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swear that the above inventory contains a true and detailed 
account of aU the property taken by me on the warrant." 
Emphasis added. The warrant receipt further fails to comply with the 
statute: 
When the officer takes property under the warrant, he must 
give a receipt for the property taken (specifYing in detail) to 
the person from whom it was taken by him, or in whose 
possession it was found; or in the absence of any person, he 
must leave it in the pJace where he found the property. 
I. C § 19-441 ~· In this case, the warrant receipt lists ooly a locked safe, without 
disclosing that the officers broke into the safe and removed the substantial sum of 
$9,050.00 US. Currency. I. C. § 37-2744, the forfeiture statute under which the County 
filed, and under which authority the property was required to be placed in the custody of 
the County, also states: 
the court finds that the property was not used or was not 
intended to be used in violation of this act, or is not subject 
to forfeiture under this act, the court shall order the 
property released to the owner as his right title, or interest 
appears on records in the appropriate department as of the 
seizure. 
L~7-2744(d){3)(R)(Hl). In this case, the Court found that the property was not 
subject to forfeiture because the County failed to file within the required time for filing of 
forfeiture proceedings. The City and the County are jointly withholding property from 
Mr. Cunningham that was seized under the guise of the authority granted by the warrant 
issued by this court March 30, 2011. It is not just or logical to argue that the monies are 
not in the custody of the "appropriate prosecuting attorney", where the County filed the 
forfeiture action. Nor is it logical to force Mr. Cunningham to file a separate civil 
proceeding in order to recover his cell phone from the City, where it is now alleged that 
BRIEF IN StJPPORT OF MOTION FOR RETIJRN OF PROPERTY PAGE4 
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the City is holding the forfeiture Defendant Nine Thousand Fifty Dollars US Currency, 
Having prevailed in the forfeiture proceeding, Mr. Cunningham is entitled to the return of 
his property, and neither the City nor the County have grounds to continue to withhold 
possession from the rightful owner, The City is properly a party where the County now 
denies having custody of the forfeiture Defendant Njne Thousand Fifty Dollars US 
Currency, and the issues and factual findings of this court relevant to return of the monies 
will also determine the issue of the return ofthe cell phone, 
CONCLUSION 
Mr, Cunningham's Rule 41 motion is proper in this civil proceeding where the 
Defendant Nine Thousand Fifty Dollars US Currency, is deemed to be in the custody of 
the County, and Court has jurisdiction to order the return of the Defendant property 
The City is properly a party where the County now states that the C1ty has custody of the 
torfeiture property, and where the City has always retained custody over the cell phone. 
The issues determining the right of Mr. Cunningham to possession ofhis property are 
identical as regards the ceil phone and as regards the forfeiture Defendant Nine Thousand 
Fifty Dollars US Currency, This Court should find that the seizure was not authorized by 
the warrant, that the property is not evidence of any criminal act, and that it was and 
continues to be wrongfully withheld from its rightful owner, The court should hear 
evidence regarding the current custody of said property. and order the property to be 
returned by the appropriate prosecuting attorney. 
DATED this J?J'd.ay of~~ 2011, 
\)ofll~ 
Val Thornton, Attorney at Law 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The hereby certifies that a true and correct of the foregoing was 
delivered as indicated on the J~ day of~~ 2011, to: 
LOti1S MARSHALL 
Bonner County Prosecutor 
127 South First Strcct 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
LORIMEULENBERG 
Sandpoint City Prosecutor 
1123 Lake Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
_mailed, postage prepaid. 
.X... faxed to (208) 263-6726 
hand-deHvered 
~·····ma11ed, postage prepaid 
~faxed to (208) 255-1368 
hand-delivered 
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OFFICE OF THE CITY ATTORNEY 
Lori enberg (ISBN 4313) 
Scot Campbell (ISBN 4313 
Ci of 
1123 Lake Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
(208) 263-0534 
FAX 208) 255-1368 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 




A Motion to Return 
Case No. CV 11-0776 
Citation: 
ORDER 
in the matter having 
been filed with the , and the Court be sed of 
ses, NOW THEREFORE; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED the in the amount of 
$9 50.00 and cell of said owner, Mike Cunningham be 
and is hereby rel pursuant to I.C.R. 4l(e) and 
I.C.37-2744(D) (III 
DATED this --=----day 
IV"iAGISTRATE 
055 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I fy that a true and correct copy of the 
ing was ivered/mailed, pos prepaid, this 
of -+--->-=~=-"---~ 2011 1 and was addressed to: 
Val Thornton 
Attorney at Law 











Motion and Order for Return of Property 
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AUG-08-2011 14:47 BONNER COUNTY CLERK 12082551447 P.OOl/001 
UO!VOILU~~ -~~VL c.r.JSJL:.J ... t/ .:l£ i 
VAL THORNTON 
Attorney for Defendant 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, .ID 83 864 
Si'A.'l'E Of l!JAHO 
CCLJNTY OF BOHNER, 
F!~~ST J~JOIClAt. DtST. 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
10!1 AUG -8 P 2= 2q 
(20g) 255-2327 fax f'1A?.lE seen 
B # CLERr\ DISTRiCT COURT IS. 6517 ~ 
-- OE?UTY 
JN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TilE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
BONNER COUNTY IDAUO, ) 
) Ca.se No. CV-20il-0776 
Plaintiff, ) 
v. ) NOTICE 
) 
NINE THOUSAND FIFTY .DOLLARS ) VACATING HEARING' 
U. S. CURRENCY ) 
) 
Deund3n~ ) ____________________________________ ) 
To: Bonner County Idaho, Prosecuting Attorney Louis Marshall, Sandpoint City Prosecutor Lori 
Meulenl:ierg. and to the clerk of the above entitled wun: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the August 10.2011, hearings on on Mike Cunningham's 
motion to rompel discovery scheduled to be h1:;3rd a.t I :59 o'clock p.m. and for ret\Zrn of property 
a.t 2:00 o'clock p.rn_, are hereby vacated. 
DATtO thisC{:da.yof~ 2011. 
~~ 
Val Thornton, Attorney a.t Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a b:Uc and correct copy of the foregoing was 
delivered as indicated on the .3 re.. day of ~Y . 20 I 1, to: 
LOUIS MARSHALL 
Bonner County Prosecutor 
faxed r.o (20&} 263·6726 
NOTICe VACATING tiEARING 
LORT MElJLENBERG 
Sandpoint City Prosecutor 






Louis Marshall, ISB#6441 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
Fax: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNTY OF BONNER 
MAGISTRATE COURT 
BONNER COUNTY IDAHO, 










NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS ) 
AND NO CENTS, U. S. CURRENCY, ) 
) 
Case No. CV-2011-776 
MOTION FOR ENTRY OF 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Bonner County, Idaho, by and through Louis E. Marshall, 
Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney, and hereby moves this Court for entry of judgment in 
accordance with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54 and Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 58. 
This Court dismissed this case on June 20, 2011, granting a motion to dismiss made by 
Claimant Michael Cunningham. 
,:;t' 
/ 
DATED this ___,,_' _ day of August, 2011. 
Prosecuting Attorney 
58 
MOTION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT- 1 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the day of August, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document as addressed by first class mail and facsimile to: 
Val Thornton 
Attorney at Law 
By Facsimile to: 208-255-2327 
4685 Upper Pack River Road 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
MOTION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT- 2 
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BONNER COlJNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
Louis Marshall, ISB#6441 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
Fa.x: (208) 263-6726 
0 l: 30 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST J UDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COul\TTY OF BOJ\TNER 
MA.GISTRATE COURT 
BONNER COUNTY IDAHO, ) 
by and through Louis E. Marshall, ) 





NINE THOUSAND FIFfY DOLLARS ) 
AND NO CENTS, U.S. CURRENCY, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CV-2011- CJ l {-\.l C' 
SUMMONS 
TO: MICHAEL T. CUNNINGHAM, 1.324 Oak Street, Sandpoint, ID 83864 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that in order to defend this lawsuit, an appropriate vvTitten 
response must be filed with the above-designated court within Twenty (20) days after service of this 
Summons on you, or if by mail, within Twenty (20) days after mailing of this Summons. If you fail to 
so respond, the Court may enter judgment as demanded by the Plaintiff in the Complaint. 
A copy of the Complaint is served with this Summons. If you wish to seek the advice or 
representation by an attorney in this matter, you should do so promptly so that your written response, 
if any may be filed in time and other legal rights protected. 
An appropriate written response requires compliance with Rule 10(a)(1) and other Idaho Rules 
of Civil Procedure and shall also include: 
1. The title and number of this case. 
OGO 
SUMMONS-1 
2. If your response is an Answer to the Complaint, it must contain admissions or denials 
of the separate allegations of the Complaint and other defenses you may and 
must be verified. 
3. Your signature, mailing address and telephone number, or the signature, mailing 
address and telephone number of your attorney. 
4· Proof of mailing or delivery of a copy of your response to Plaintiffs attorney, as 
designated above. 
To determine whether you must pay a filing fee with your response, eontaet the Clerk 
of the above-named Court. 
DATED this ~-c._- day of May, 2011. 






Attorney Mike Cunningham 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
ISB #6517 
IN Tiffi DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF Tiffi 






NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS ) 










Case No. CV-2011-0776 
MEl\fORA~'DUM 
OF COSTS AND FEES 
A~'D AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
to Rule 54( d) and 
, §12- and §1 1 
I, Thornton, Attorney at Law for Mike Cunningham, interested party in the 
duly sworn upon oath, hereby state and the 







DISTRICT COlJRT OF FIRST TlJDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
IDAHO, 





~'lNE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS ) 












Attorney for Mike Cunningham 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
1SB #6517 
lN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHOi 1N AND l70R THE COUNTY OF BONW'tR 






OF COSTS At"'iD F.EES 
v. ) 
) 
NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS ) 
U. S. CURRENCY ) 
) AND AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
De~ndanL ) 
PURSUA..l\lT to the court order entered November 12, 201 to Rule 54( d) and (e) 
Defendant submits her memorandum of attorney fees and costs. affidavit 
as foUows: 
STATE IDAHO } 
:ss 
County of Bonner ) 
I. Val Thornton. Attorney at Law for Mike Cunningham, interested party in the 
above entitled matter, being first duly swom upon oath, hereby state and make the 
following al.legations from my own knowledge and belief. as follows: 
1. Mike Cun.."'lingham has actuaily and necessarily incurred following items of 
costs defending against forfeiture and obtaining the release of the property in this action, 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND 1\ ITORNEY FEES 
AND AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
7 
PAGEl 
which items are correct to the be~t of my knoWledge. information and belief. and which 

















sev~raUy against Defendants Bonner and 
Documents/printer/copies 


































2. Defendant has actually and necessarily incurred the follovving reasonable 
attorney's fees defending against forfeiture and obtaining release of property in this 
action, which items are correct to the best of my knowledge, infor:ma.tion and beHef. and 







Client consultation research and warrant l .0 
Telephone callclicnt .1 
Contt~ .1 
Authorization to release infonna.tion .1 
Speak with Lockwood; mail document'\ 1.5 
Courthouse to view file; none filed 1.0 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES 
A NO AFFTDA VTT OF COUNSEL 
71 









Date Description Time 
9/09/2011 Accounting 1 .5 
Motion and Memorandum fees and costs 2.6 
TOTAL 
~ 
DATEDthis\~ dayof~~2011 . 




Val Thornton, Attorney at Law 
SUBSCRIBED and sworn to before me this I ').r:.. day of~ , 2011. 
~c~<= 
Residing in .lkaa e,... & u 01 f..~ t;d~ h o 
My Cornmission Expires: fL de ~~a 1 7 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
delivered as indicated on the~ e:. day of~~L • 201 1, to: 
LOUIS MARSHALL 
LORT MEULENBERG 
Bonner County Prosecutor 
COURTHOUSE MA!L 
Sandpoint City Prosecutor 
COURTHOUSE MAIL 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS ANO ATTORNEY F'EES 




Attorney for Mike Cunningham 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
ISB #6517 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FlRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TilE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN A."l\J1) FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 



















WHEREAS the Defendant property Nine Currency~ 
a certain also by was 
ordered August 8, 2011 to be released to party interest Mike whereas 
judgment was entered dismissing the forfeiture action August 26, 2011; having prevailed 
interest Mike Cunningham, tllrough his 
54{d) and (e)~ 
and RuJe 11 (a) of the Idaho Rules of Clvil Procedure, accordance authority 
under Idaho Code §12~121, §12-123, and §12·11 for a.11 order awarding him, as the 
prevailing pany ln the above entitled action, reasonable costs and attorney fees. 
This motion is ba.."ed upon the documents, affidavits, pleadings record on :file 
in this matter, as well as the Memonmdum of Costs and Fees Affidavit of Counsel 
filed concurrently herewith and incorporated by reference herein as forth fulL 
MOTION FOR AN AWARD Of A 1'TORNEY FEES PAGEl 
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The party interest does not request or re,quire to present oral argument un1e5s 
otherwise necessitated pursuant to Rules 54(d)(6) and 54(e)(6) ldaho Rules 
Procedure. or court schedules an evidentiary hearing pursuant to 
WHEREFORE, IT IS PRAYED, 
for an award of $73.17 costs and $6,810.00 attorney fees. jointly and severally, 
against Bonner County and the City of Sandpoint pursuant to Idaho Code § 12·121 and 
§1 17, or, 
fees pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-123. 
l;·or such other and further relief as the court deems just and proper. 
Val Thornton. Attorney at 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy 
delivered as indicated on the~ day of u~:ve.n..., 201 1' to: 
LOU1S MARSHALL 
LORI MEULEN.BERG 
Bonner County Prosecutor 
Fax (208) 263-6726 
Sandpoint City Prosecutor 
Fax (208) 255-1368 
MOTION FOR AN AWARD OF ATTORNEY FEES PAGE2 
BONNER COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
Louis E. Marshall (#6441) 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
Fax: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
BONNER COUNTY, IDAHO, by and through 
Louis E. Marshall, Prosecuting Attorney, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS AND 
NO CENTS, U.S. CURRENCY, 
Defendant. 
Case No: CV-2011-776 
OBJECTION TO MEMORANDUM OF 
COSTS 
COMES NOW Plaintiff, Bonner County, Idaho, by and through Louis E. Marshall, Bonner 
County Prosecuting Attorney, and hereby objects to attorney's fees and costs submitted by claimant, 
Mike Cunningham. Said objection is based primarily on the time and labor expended by claimant's 
counsel for what amounted to be a Rule 12 Motion for failure to file within the applicable time period. 
It appears that the claimant is attempting to require Plaintiff to pay for some of the legal 
defense fees that he has incurred in the underlying criminal case. This, of course, is not proper. Mr. 
Cunningham has recourse to seek attorney's fees if he is, in fact, acquitted of his criminal charges. 
Moreover, he also has the ability to file a tort claim and subsequent lawsuit against the City of 
Sandpoint if he thinks that his rights had been violated or any tort has been committed against him. 




The Motion to Dismiss in this matter was granted on June 20, 2011. Counsel for Mr. 
Cunningham spent considerable time after the Motion had already been granted dealing '"rith 
discovery issues, telephone calls and other matters. It is unreasonable to expect Bonner County to 
pay for these senrices after Mr. Cunningham had already won. Also further bolsters the argument, 
Mr. Cunningham desires Bonner County to help pay his legal fees in his criminal case. 
Wherefore, Plaintiff respectfully requests the Court to disallow a significant amount of 
attorney's fees and costs generated in defense of the forfeiture action. 
DATED this ___ day of September, 2011. 
Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing '"'as delivered ~~~"~"-""-'-­
~::::;:;::,;r:::s4~=4-----' 2011, to: 
Val Thornton 
Attorney at Law 
4685 Pack River Road 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
OBJECfiON TO MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
CV-2011-776 
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BONNER COUNTY PROSECUTING ATIORNEY 
Louis E. Marshall ( #6441) 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
Fax: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
BONNER COUNTY, IDAHO, by and through 
Louis E. Marshall, Prosecuting Attorney, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS AND 
NO CENTS, U.S. CURRENCY, 
Defendant. 
Case No: CV-2011-776 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR 
ATIORNEY'S FEES 
COMES NOW Bonner County, Idaho, by and through Louis E. Marshall, Bonner County 
Prosecuting Attorney, and hereby objects to an award of attorney's fees against Plaintiff pursuant to 
Idaho Code §§12-117 and 12-121. 
Idaho Code Sections 12-121 and 12-117 form the basis for an award of attorney fees against a 
governmental entity. Attorney fees may be awarded under Idaho Code Section 12-121 if the court 
finds the actions were defended frivolously reasonably or ,,vithout foundation. In addition, Idaho 
Code 12-117 provides "unless othenvise provided by statute, in any administrative or civil judicial 
proceeding invohing as adverse parties a state agency, a city, a county, or other taxing district and a 
person, the court shall award the prevailing party reasonable attorney's fees, witness fees and 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES 
CV-2011-776 
Page tofs 
reasonable expenses, if the court finds the party against whom the judgment is rendered acted 
without some reasonable basis in fact or law." 
The Court has declined to award attorney fees, despite the government's erroneous 
interpretation of a statute or ordinance. In Payette River Property Owners Assoc, the Court stated 
that the Valley County Board of Commissioners erroneously interpreted its ordinance, but 
nevertheless "acted in a way that fairly and reasonably addressed the issue." Further, the Court 
quoted from the district court's decision, which stated that the "literal language of§ 4.02.03( 6) (of the 
Valley County Zoning Ordinance) is unambiguous and does not need interpretation or 
construction. Id. at 557, 976 P.2d at 483. The Court stated that to adopt the Board's interpretation 
would require a "stretch of logic unsupported by any section [of] the Ordinance." Id Despite the 
Board's erroneous interpretation of its unambiguous ordinance, the Court held "that the district court 
did not err by denying the Association's request for attorney fees under LC. § 12-117." Id. at 558, 976 
P.2d at 484; see also Urrutia v. Blaine County, 134 ~, ...... ~,u~ 353,361, 2 P.3d 738, 746(2000) ("Although 
the Board erred in retroactively applying the 1994 comprehensive plan to the Urrutias [sic] 
subdivision application, the Board did not act \\ithout a reasonable basis in fact or law. The Board 
acted in a way that fairly and reasonably addressed the district judge's instructions on remand."). 
In Fischer v City of Ketchum, 141 Idaho 349, 109 P.3d 1091 (2005), this Court overturned the 
City of Ketchum's approval of a conditional use permit, stating that the city "wholly ignored the 
provision of its avalanche zone district ordinance requiring the certification by an Idaho licensed 
engineer 'prior to the granting of a conditional use permit.'" Fischer, 141 Idaho at 356, 109 P.3d at 
1098. The Court also stated that the city's Planning and Zoning Commission "ignored the plain 
language of the ordinance" in approving the conditional use permit application. I d. Based upon this 
foundation, the Court ordered the city to pay attorney fees. See id. However, the Court found that the 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR ATTO&VEY'S FEES 
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"City wholly ignored the provision of its avalanche zone district ordinance requiring the certification 
by an Idaho licensed engineer 'prior to the granting of a conditional use permit' " and that the City 
Planning and Zoning Commission "ignored the plain language of the ordinance." I d. 
Additionally, the Court does not order attorney fees when the non-prevailing party's actions, 
while erroneous, are a reasonable interpretation of an ambiguous statute. For example, in Idaho 
Potato Commission v. Russet Valley Produce, 127 Idaho 654. 659-661, 904 P.2d 566, 571-573 (1995), 
the Court refused to order the Idaho Potato Commission to pay attorney fees under LC. § 12-117 even 
though the Commission's finding that Russet Valley committed t\,yo "continuing" violations of rules 
regarding the use of the "Grovvn in Idaho" trademark on potatoes was in error. This Court held Russet 
Valley's interpretation of the relevant statute v\·as the "more reasonable interpretation." Id. at 659, 
904 P.2d at 571. The Court refused to order attorney fees because the "Commission's interpretation 
regarding continuing violations was a 'reasonable, but erroneous interpretation of an ambiguous 
statute.' " 
177, 182 (Ct. App. 1991)). 
In Ralph Naylor Farms, LLC v. Latah County, 144 Idaho 8o6, 172 P.3d 1081 (2007), the Court 
looked at an ordinance Latah County had erroneously adopted. The Court reasoned that Latah 
County's actions, while erroneous, were reasonable because provisions of Local Land Use Planning 
Act as well as Latah County's Comprehensive Plan gave the county authority over much of the same 
material that was eventually deemed to be pre-empted by state law. 
In the matter at hand, Defendant Nine Thousand Fifty Dollars was seized as part of a valid 
Search Warrant on March 30, 2011, by law enforcement officers here in Bonner County. At that time 
the currency was seized as evidence of a criminal act and not seized as part of a forfeiture action. On 
May 3, 2011, the Office of the Prosecuting Attorney filed a civil forfeiture complaint against the 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES 
CV-2011-776 
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currency thirty-four (34) days after the seizure of the property pursuant to the Search Warrant. As 
the court pointed out on the record during the Motion to Dismiss hearing, there is little to no case law 
in the State of Idaho on this matter concerning interpretation of the relevant statutes. Federal case 
law is not particularly helpful as well as the statute of limitation for in rem Forfeiture proceedings in 
Federal Court is five (5) years. 
Other western States do have case law that is helpful in this matter. In the State of California 
the statutory scheme governing forfeiture of personal property is substantially similar to Idaho's. In 
The People v. Property Listed in Exhibit 1 v. Four Thousand Seven Hundred Three Dollars, U.S. 
Currency, 227 Cal.Ct.App.3d 1, 277 CaLRep. 672, the Court Appeals in California addressed this 
particular issue. In the case the District Attorney's Office failed to comply vvith the Thirty (30) day 
time limit on filing Forfeiture Petitions. The lower courts dismissed the Petitions based on the failure 
to comply V\ith the Thirty (30) day time period for filing. The District Attorney's Office appealed to 
the Court of Appeals, which reversed the lmver court's opinion holding that in determining whether 
time requirements are intended to divest the court of jurisdiction the courts should focus on the likely 
consequences of holding the particular time limit to have mandatory instead of directory effect with 
an eye on whether those consequences ·would promote or defeat the purpose of the statute. 
The California Appeals Court further discussed the purpose of the forfeiture statutes and the 
legislative intent which is to strip drug dealers of the tools and profits of their illicit trade. The case 
also discusses a situation where pending criminal proceedings present a similar justification for delay 
in instituting forfeiture proceedings. 
In the case at hand there is a strong argument to be made that there is a distinction between a 
situation like this where property is taken subject to a Search Warrant and ergo not able to be 
returned until a judge's order is signed releasing the property; and a situation where civil forfeiture 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FORATTOR..""lEY'S FEES 
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proceedings are started -vvithout property being seized first by Search Warrant. The fact that a civil 
forfeiture case was initiated against the currency did not prejudice Mr. Cunningham and his potential 
use of the money because the money was already being lm'\fully held by the Sandpoint Police 
Department. 
In summary the Court should, in its discretion, deny attorney's fees and costs against Bonner 
County, as Bonner County did not act without a reasonable basis in law and fact. There is virtually no 
case law on point here in Idaho and case law in the Federal Courts and other jurisdictions is mixed. 
DATED this ___ day of September, 2011. 
LOUIS E. MARsHALL 
Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct 
-~~i:=7~~"-------' 2011, to: 
,J~al Th::nton 
Attorney at Law 
4685 Pack River Road 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
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227 Cal.App.3d 1, 277 CaLRptr. 672 
(Cite as: 227 Cal.App.3d 1, 277 Cal.Rptr. 672) 
Court of Appeal, Fifth District, California. 
The PEOPLE, Plaintiff and Appellant, 
v. 
PROPERTY LISTED IN EXHIBIT ONE, Defen-
dant; 
Robert Grubb, Defendant and Respondent. 
The PEOPLE, Plaintiff and Appellant, 
v. 
$4,703.02 U.S. CURRENCY, Defendant; 
Kenneth Wayne Reed, Defendant and Respondent. 
~os.F013379,F013805. 
Jan. 28, 1991. 
Property connected ·with alleged drug violations 
was seized by law enforcement officers, notices of 
nonjudicial forfeiture were served, and claims to the 
property were filed. After district attorneys filed for-
feiture petitions, claimants moved to have petitions 
dismissed on ground that People failed to comply with 
30-day time limit on filing forfeiture petitions. The 
Superior Courts, Madera and Kern Counties, '"'ri'"'"'"r~ 
~~~~and Lewis E. King, JJ., granted the mo-
tions and dismissed petitions. People appealed. The 
Court of Appeal, Best, P.J., held that State's failure to 
comply with 30-day time limit for filing petition of 
forfeiture when claim to property which is subject of 
nonjudicial forfeiture is timely filed and served did not 
invalidate subsequent forfeiture proceedings so long 




Statutes 361 ~226 
Statutes 
Construction and Operation 
="-"-'~'"" General Rules of Construction 
361k226 k. Construction of Statutes 
Adopted from Other States or Countries. ="-=--== 
Page 1 
California statute providing for forfeiture of 
property connected with and proceeds traceable to 
unlawful drug transactions is patterned after federal 
statute, and federal case law is accordingly instructive 
in construing state statute . .!L!~~:M!!~:l!!:.!li2~L.2!:c 
Comprehensive Drug 
Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970, § 511, as 
amended, ~~~~~.£.:L~· 
Courts 106 ~30 
Courts 
~ature, Extent, and Exercise of Jurisdiction 
in General 
Intent to divest court of jurisdiction by time re-
quirements is not read into statute unless that result is 
expressly provided for or otherwise clearly intended. 
Statutes 361 €::::>227 
Statutes 
Construction and Operation 
"""'-""--'-~"'- General Rules of Construction 
~~"""-'- k. Construction as Mandatory or 
In determining whether time requirements are 
intended to divest court of jurisdiction, court focuses 
on likely consequences of holding particular time limit 
to have mandatory instead of directory effect with an 
eye to whether those consequences would promote or 
defeat purpose of the statute. 
ill Statutes 361 €=>227 
Statutes 
361 V1 Construction and Operation 
"""""~~"'- General Rules of Construction 
To determine whether time requirement should be 
given directory or mandatory effect, court must as-
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certain legislative intent. 
Statutes 361 ~227 
Statutes 
Construction and Operation 
~"--'-~= General Rules of Construction 
~~~ k. Construction as Mandatory or 
In absence of express language, legislative intent 
with respect to whether time requirement should be 
given mandatory or directory effect is gathered from 
terms of statute construed as a whole, from nature and 
character of act to be done, and from consequences 
which would follow the doing or failure to do the 
particular act at the required time; when object is to 
subserve public purpose, provision may be held di-
rectory or mandatory as will best accomplish the 
purpose. 
Forfeitures 180 ~5 
Forfeitures 
k. Proceedings for Enforcement. '-""-~--"'-'-= 
State's failure to comply with 30-day time limit 
for filing petition of forfeiture when claim to property 
which is subject of nonjudicial forfeiture is timely 
filed and served did not invalidate subsequent forfei-
ture proceedings so long as forfeiture petition was 
filed within one-year statute of limitations. 
**673 *4 David D. Minier, Dist. Atty., Madera, 
Deputy Dist. Atty., ~~~---'-~~ 
Atty. Gen., and Deputy Atty. 
Gen., San Diego, for plaintiff and appellant in No. 
F013379. 
~~"-'=~~"".:c;"" and Frank Butler, Fresno, for de-
fendant and respondent in No. F013379. 
~~=-~~~"'' Dist. Atty., 
Kern, and Deputy Dist. Atty., Ba-
kersfield, for plaintiff and appellant in No. F013805. 
Chain, Younger, Lemucchi, Cohn & Stiles and 
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===c;--"=~' Bakersfield, for defendant and respon-
dent in No. F013805. 
OPThi10N 
BEST, Presiding Justice. 
INTRODUCTION 
These consolidated appeals present the novel is-
sue of whether a forfeiture proceeding must be dis-
missed when the People fail to file a petition of for-
feiture within 30 **674 days after a claim is filed as 
required by~~~~-""~~~~~=~""'-='-"--'-~-'' 
subdivision G). We conclude the People's failure to 
comply with subdivision G)'s 30-day limitation does 
not invalidate the subsequent proceedings so long as 
the petition of forfeiture is filed within the 1-year 
statute of limitations of=~~-"-"-~~~=""--"-"-=~ 
All statutory references are to the 
Health and Safety Code unless otherwise in-
dicated. 
PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
Defendants Reed and Grubb had property con-
nected with alleged drug violations seized by law 
enforcement officers. Defendants were served -vvith a 
notice of nonjudicial forfeiture pursuant to 
~~"-'-'-'-'-"'~~~='-'· In response, they filed claims 
pursuant to section 11488.5, subdivision (a)(l). The 
district attorneys of the respective counties filed peti-
tions of forfeiture. The petition of forfeiture for Reed's 
property was filed 3 7 days after he filed his claim; the 
petition of forfeiture for Grubb's property was *5 filed 
65 days after he filed his claim. Defendants moved to 
have the petitions dismissed on the ground the People 
failed to comply with the 30-day time limitation of 
='-'="""-~-'-"'-=-.cc~==--"==-'-'-"-. Neither defendant 
claimed prejudice as a result of the delay; however, 
the trial courts granted the motions and dismissed the 
petitions. The People appeal the dismissals. 
DISCUSSION 
The F oifeiture Statutes 
set forth a detailed pro-
cedure for the seizure of property connected with and 
proceeds traceable to unlawful drug transactions. 
Under the statutory scheme, title to the forfeited 
property vests in the state from the time of the illegal 
conduct subject to the proviso that 
any person claiming an interest in the property may 
file a verified claim in superior court within the time 
© 2011 Thomson Reuters. ~ §l~m to Orig. US Gov. Works. 
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Section 11488 pennits a peace officer, incident or 
subsequent to making an arrest for specified con-
trolled substance offenses, to seize any item subject to 
forfeiture. 
=~'-""----"--"----'-"'-=-"- governs the commencement of 
forfeiture proceedings for moneys or other things of 
value not automatically made forfeitable under 
another provision. Subdivisions ofthat section at issue 
here provide in pertinent part: 
"(a) Except as provided in subdivision (j), if the 
Department of Justice or the local governmental 
entity detennines that the factual circumstances do 
warrant that the moneys, ... or other things of value 
seized or subject to forfeiture come within the pro-
visions of subdivisions (a) to (g), inclusive, of 
and are not automatically made for-
feitable or subject to court order of forfeiture or 
destruction by another provision of this chapter, the 
Attorney General or district attorney shall file a pe-
tition of forfeiture with the superior court .... 
"A petition of forfeiture under this subdivision 
shall be filed within one year of the seizure of the 
property which is subject to forfeiture .... 
"(g)(l) No sooner than 10 days after a petition is 
filed pursuant to a claimant, who 
alleges standing based on an interest in the proper-
ty*6 which arose prior to the seizure or filing of the 
petition for forfeiture, whichever occurs first, may 
move the court for the return of the property named 
in the claim on the grounds that there is not probable 
cause to believe that the property is subject to for-
feiture pursuant to=="'-=~-"--'-""-. 
"(j) The Attorney General or the district attornev 
of the county in ~hich the property is subject t~ 
forfeiture under may, pursuant to this 
subdivision, order forfeiture of personal property 
not exceeding one hundred thousand dollars 
($100,000) in value. The Attorney General or dis-
trict attorney **675 shall provide notice of pro-
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ceedings under this subdivision ... including: ... The 
instructions for filing a claim with the superior court 
pursuant to Section 11488.5 and the time limits for 
filing a claim. If no claims are timely filed, the At-
torney General or the district attorney shall prepare 
a written declaration of forfeiture of the subject 
property to the state and dispose of the property in 
accordance with ~91Q11JJ.1£~. 
"If a claim is timely filed and served, then the 
Attorney General or district attorney shall file ape-
tition offmfeiture pursuant to this section within 30 
days of the receipt of the claim. The petition of 
forfeiture shall then proceed pursuant to other pro-
visions of this chapter, except that no additional 
notice need be given and no additional claim need 
be filed." 
Judicial Versus Nonjudicial Foifeiture 
Under subdivision (j), if the property is within 
the jurisdictional amount, the district attorney may 
declare the property forfeit without a judicial pro-
ceeding. This procedure is knmvn as nonjudicial or 
administrative forfeiture and was enacted to provide 
forfeiture without court involvement. (Rep. on Assem. 
Bill No, 4145, Assem. Com. on Pub. Safety, p. 3.) 
There is a comparable federal procedure. (See e.g., 
Because the California forfeiture sta-
tute is patterned after the federal statute 
'='-'-:=..o"--'--''--"'~.1.5 federal case law is instructive. 
With nonjudicial forfeiture, if the district attorney 
provides the requisite notice and no claim is filed. the 
district attorney prepares a \vritten declaration of, for-
feiture of the subject property to the state and disposes 
of the property in accordance with 
"--=-'~=--=-=--'-"'-"-. 
~~~~~"--lll·J The purpose of nonjudicial for-
feiture is to save the government the time and expense 
of a judicial proceeding in cases where the value of the 
property *7 seized is small. ~!.!1.!.~~~"---'-'-'=~!..0i 
The nonjudicial forfeiture proceeding is termi-
nated, however, if anyone duly submits a claim to the 
seized property in response to the notice of nonjudicial 
© 2011 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works, 
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forfeiture. If a claim is filed, the district attorney 
cannot pursue nonjudicial forfeiture but must initiate a 
judicial forfeiture proceeding. (Analysis of Assem. 
Bill No. 4145, Aug. 20, 1986, p. 2; Rep. to Sen. Com. 
on Judiciary on Assem. Bill No. 4145 as amended 
Aug. 11, 1986, pp. 3-4; and cf. ~~~~~~= 
.2£[:llilli...lJ..:iQ1~~~!!YJ~!!:L'W requires the dis-
trict attorney to file the petition of forfeiture with the 
court within 30 days of the receipt of the claim. In the 
cases at bar, the district attorney did not file within the 
30-day period. 
Effect of Failure to Comply ·with Subdivision (j) 's 
Time Limits 
In determining the consequences of failure to 
comply with time 
limit. we follow the framework set out by the Supreme 
Court in~~~~~~=-~~~~~~~~=-~ 
"Traditionally, the question of whether a public 
official's failure to comply with a statutory proce-
dure should have the effect of invalidating a sub-
sequent governmental action has been characterized 
as a question of whether the statute should be ac-
corded 'mandatory' or 'directory' effect. If the 
failure is determined to have an invalidating effect, 
the statute is said to be mandatory; if the failure is 
determined not to invalidate subsequent action, the 
statute is said to be directory.... [I]n evaluating 
whether a provision is to be accorded mandatory or 
directory effect, courts look to the purpose of the 
procedural requirement to determine whether inva-
lidation is necessary to promote the statutory de-
sign.'' ="-"'-"--t"-'-''-="-'-"--'-'"---'=-"'-"~'--"'"'-'-"-"'~-"-= 
In making the determination, we distinguish be-
tween the mandatory versus permissive**676 lan-
guage analysis and the mandatory versus directive 
effect analysis. In the former, the term "mandatory" 
refers to an obligatory procedure which a govern-
mental entity is required to follow as opposed to a 
permissive procedure which the entity may follow or 
not as it chooses. By contrast, the "mandatory" or 
"directory" designation does not refer to whether a 
particular statutory requirement is "permissive" or 
"obligatory," but simply denotes whether the failure to 
comply with the particular procedural step will inva-
Page4 
=~='-'----'~'--'--'"-""~-'=-~~'-'-'- In this regard, many 
statutory provisions which are mandatory in the ob-
ligatory sense are accorded only directory effect. 
Thus, the question is not whether the term "shall" 
in is mandatory or 
permissive, but whether the term "shall" is to be given 
mandatory or directory effect. If it is directory, the fact 
that the petition was not filed within 30 days does not 
invalidate the petition or require dismissal. 
With respect to time limit statutes, the 
general rule is that "requirements relating to the time 
within which an act must be done are directory rather 
than mandatory or jurisdictional, unless a contrary 
intent is clearly expressed." ~=~~-'-'-'"-=~~'-"--'~ 
Further, an intent to divest the court of juris-
diction by time requirements is not read into a statute 
unless that result is expressly provided or otherwise 
clearly intended. 
==-=-~"-'---'='-'--~"--"--'=~=--'-"--'- In making the de-
termination, the court focuses on the likely conse-
quences of holding a particular time limit mandatory, 
with an eye to whether those consequences would 
promote or defeat the purpose of the enactment. 
There is no mechanical test for determining 
whether a provision should be given directory or 
mandatory effect. However, to make the determina-
tion, the court must ascertain the legislative intent. In 
the absence of express language, the intent is gathered 
from the terms of the statute construed as a whole, 
from the nature and character of the act to be done, and 
from the consequences which would follow the doing 
or failure to do the particular act at the required time. 
When the object is to subserve a public purpose, the 
provision may be held directory or mandatory as will 
best accomplish the purpose. ~""-'-'-""----"-''---"~'-'..CC.'---"'-1-
="-"'-=---"--''--'-"=.:_-'-'-==~=""--'.:w. is silent on 
the remedy for violation of its time limits. However, 
nothing in that subdivision can be read to require, or 
even suggest, that a timing error must result in the 
© 2011 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works. 
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dismissal of a forfeiture proceeding. 
An analogous forfeiture statute, section 11488.2, 
which imposes another filing time limit, provides that 
the seized property is to be returned to the *9 owner if 
a petition of forfeiture is not filed within 15 days. In 
~~~'="~~~~~~~~~!1."'-"'--' the court rejected 
an argument, similar to the one made in this case, that 
failure to file a petition for forfeiture within 15 days of 
seizure barred the action under section 11488.2. The 
court noted the statute requires only that the police 
take prompt steps toward forfeiture if they intend to 
hold property not needed as evidence. The 15-day 
period was not a statute of limitations. Rather, the 
statute oflimitations was one year as specified in 
subdivision (2) (to 
enforce a statute prescribing a forfeiture to the state). 
one-year statute of limitations for filing forfeiture 
proceedings is now specified in 
The section provides that within 15 
days after the seizure, if the peace officer 
does not hold the property seized pursuant to 
section 11488 for evidence or the law en-
forcement agency which employs the person 
does not initiate forfeiture proceedings, the 
officer shall return the property to the ow11er. 
The conclusion that subdivision (j) imposes a 
30--day jurisdictional limitation on the filing of a 
judicial forfeiture proceeding conflicts with subdivi-
sion (a)'s 1-year-after-seizure~f-the-property filing 
period. In construing a statute, "the various parts of a 
statutory enactment must be harmonized by consi-
dering the particular clause or section in the context of 
the statutory framework as a whole." 
"='-"-'-~~~~~-"-=~..d.l2-~""-~~ The sections 
"must be harmonized, both internally and with each 
other, to the extent possible."-'=~"'----'=-=--~"-'-'--'--"-~ 
=-=-'-=-'-"-~=:.:==-'-'~-'-'-"'-"-==-"-"'=.:..L Therefore, if 
possible, we must harmonize the one-year and thir-
ty-day time prescriptions of subdivisions (a) and (j). 
A conclusion that subdivision (a)'s 1-year filing 
period provides the jurisdictional time limit does not 
Page 5 
render subdivision (i)'s 30-day period meaningless. 
The effect of the 30-day direction is: if 30 days pass 
after the filing of a claim and no petition is filed, the 
nonjudicial forfeiture proceeding terminates. At that 
time, the owner of the property is entitled to its return 
because the property is not being held pursuant to a 
forfeiture proceeding. Further, the time limit can be 
looked to as providing a starting point for a possible 
due process inquiry based on delay. ~~~-"-'-'~~""' 
The fact that an O\vner is entitled to 
return of property does not foreclose the in-
itiation of a forfeiture proceeding, however. 
The legislative history of =~""---'--"--'-"--'=-"-"---'-'~ 
.=ccc.=:.==-'.l-!. does not reveal the purpose for the 30--day 
period. The Attorney General suggests the *10 30--day 
interval creates a period during which the prosecutor 
can review the claim and determine whether to pro-
ceed with a judicial forfeiture while the property re-
mains in official custody. In this respect, subdivision 
(j) is the prosecutor's counterpart to section 11488.2 
which gives the seizing agency 15 days to refer the 
matter to the prosecutor for the initiation of forfeiture 
proceedings. By analogy to the reasoning in ~=--"--~ 
~"-"--~-'-'"---"~~~-""'=-"subdivision (j) requires only 
that the prosecutor take prompt steps toward forfeiture 
if he or she intends to file a judicial forfeiture pro-
ceeding after a claim is filed. That construction pro-
tects the claimant's due process rights to an expedi-
tious determination of entitlement to the seized prop-
erty but does not unduly penalize the People for a 
delay which does not prejudice the claimant. 
Both the govermnent and the claimant have an 
interest in a rule that allows the government some time 
to investigate the situation to determine whether the 
facts entitle the govermnent to forfeiture so that, if not, 
the government can return the property without formal 
proceedings. ~~~ddgRL£~~~~~~~~~ 
~~'-"'-::L.!.""'-.!..2...!=c~~"'-~'-'-1 Pending criminal pro-
ceedings present a similar justification for delay in 
instituting forfeiture proceedings. A prior or con-
temporaneous forfeiture proceeding could substan-
tially hamper the criminal proceeding. ~"---"'~'--"'-"---'--" 
© 2011 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works. 
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~'--"'-=-=--=--"'-"--=-= and see § 11488.5, subd. (e) 
which provides for the continuance of a forfeiture 
hearing until the related criminal proceeding is re-
solved.) 
Moreover, to construe the 30-day limitation as a 
mandatory statute of limitations would defeat the 
legislative intent of the forfeiture statutes which is to 
strip drug dealers of the tools and profits of their illicit 
trade. ~~~~~~QL~~~~~QL~~~ 
"mandatory" interpretation would permit a drug traf-
ficker to retain his economic base because a prosecu-
tor missed a filing deadline without regard to any 
prejudice to the trafficker. 
In construing another statutory time limitation, 
the United States Supreme Court recently said: 
**678 "There is no presumption or general rule that 
for every duty imposed upon the court or the gov-
enunent and its prosecutors there must exist some 
corollary punitive sanction for departures or omis-
sions, even if negligent [Citation] ('[M]any statu-
tory requisitions intended for the guide of officers in 
the conduct of business devolved upon them •« do 
not limit their power or render its exercise in dis-
regard of the requisitions ineffectual'). In our view, 
construction of the Act must conform to the ' "great 
principle of public policy, applicable to all gov-
enunents alike, which forbids that the *11 public 
interests should be prejudiced by the negligence of 
the officers or agents to whose care they are con-
fided." ' [Citations.]" 
cited by Reed, does not compel a different result. 
There a car owner moved for return of her vehicle 
which was seized after her friend used it to transport 
materials for manufacturing methamphetamine. The 
applicable statute, entitled "Expedited Procedures For 
Seized Conveyances," required the head of the de-
partment or agency that seized the car to furnish 
·written notice to the owner of the legal and factual 
basis of the seizure "[a]t the earliest practical oppor-
tunity after detennining ownership." It also required 
that the govenunent file its forfeiture complaint within 
60 days after a claimant has filed his claim and cost 
bond. If the govenunent does not file its complaint 
Page 6 
within the specified time, the conveyance must be 
returned to the o·wner and "forfeiture may not take 
place." ,=~:..:=.:c.=~-=~-"'-L"'-"' ~-=-'--~~=-~~"'-
should permanently return the claimant's vehicle in 
light of the govenunent's unnecessary 62-day delay in 
sending the seizure notice. 
is distinguishable from this case because 
===-=='-"~~==~-=-"-----=- specifies that for-
feiture is barred if the time limitations are not met; 
o==.~~..:.==-cc:-"'=='-'==='-U-t. does not. 
In summary, since nothing in the statute suggests 
a mandatory effect intent and the likely consequence 
of holding the time limitation mandatory would defeat 
rather than promote the purpose of the enactment, 
'""'"~""'-~~~:...._cz.==~~..:w..L should be accorded 
directory rather than mandatory effect. Given this 
conclusion, the judgments must be reversed. 
DISPOSITION 
The judgments are reversed. 
Cal.App. 5 Dist., 1991. 
People Property Listed In Exhibit One 
227 Cal.App.3d 1, 277 Cal.Rptr. 672 
END OF DOClJMENT 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
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CASE NO. CV-2011-776 
COURT MINUTES 
PHASE OF CASE 
Calls Case 
Present: I VALERIE THORNTON WITH CLIENT; LOUIS MARSHALL 
TIME SCHEDULED FOR MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
APOLOGIZE TO COURT FOR FILING BRIEF AT NOON TODAY; WISH TO 
DISPUTE THE PROSECUTION'S OBJECTION TO PAYMENT OF ATTORNEY 
FEES-GOES OVER HER OBJECTIONS PER CASE LAW AND STATUTE; 
PROPERTY SHOULD HAVE BEEN RETURNED TO MY CLIENT; CITY SHOULD 
HAVE TURNED PROPERTY OVER TO COUNTY PROSECUTOR PER STATUTE-
AS A RESULT OF THIS PROBLEM BETWEEN CITY AND COUNTY-MY CLIENT 
INCURRED ADD'L LEGAL FEE AS A RESULT; CITY DID FILE EXPARTE MOTION 
TO RETURN PROPERTY WHICH I NEVER RECEIVED-NO REASON GIVEN OR 
WHY IT TOOK SO LONG TO RETURN PROPERTY; 
1) IDAHO CODE 12-117-WHEN GOVERNMENT AGENCY HAS MADE A 
MISTAKE-ATTORNEY FEES ARE MANDATORY; 
2) NO BASIS FOR COUNTY ACTIONS; IDAHO CODE 12-121 
3) ACTIONS OF PROSECUTION -IDAHO CODE 12-123-ASK COURT TO 
SET ASIDE TIME FOR HEARING-MISCONDUCT OF PROSECUTION 
MR MARSHALL? 
NOT AS SIMPLE AS JUST PORTRAYED; THIS MONEY WAS NOT TAKEN AS 
SEIZURE-RATHER IN A SEARCH WARRANT; WENT BACK TO JURISDICTION I 
WHO TOOK IT-SANDPOINT POLICE DEPARTMENT; NOT MINE TO RETURN; DID I 
QUOTE CASE LAW IN CALIFORNIA WHICH IS SIMILAR TO IDAHO; IF WE HAD 
GIVEN BACK MONEY IT WOULD HAVE GONE RIGHT BACK INTO SEIZURE; NOT I 
SIMPLE MATTER IN NORMAL TIME STANDARDS; COMPLICATED ISSUE-
EXPLAINS; SIGNIFICANT OTHER PROVISIONS 372740-IMMUNITY IN 
INVESTIGATION OF TORT CLAIMS; BOOT STRAPPING MATTER IN 
FORFEITURE CASE; CITY OF SANDPOINT IS NOT ENTITY IN THIS MATTER 
1) ENOUGH GRAY AREA IN IDAHO STATUTE 12-121; CANNOT BRING 
THOSE FEES INTO THIS CASE; 
2} IF COURT DOES GRANT ATTORNEY FEES THEN ASK TO LIMIT FEES 
TO THIS CASE AND THIS CASE ONLY-NOT CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS; 
DISAGREE WITH MR MARSHALL'S EXPLANATION OF FORFEITURE 
PROCEEDING; CALIFORNIA STATUTE IS NOT SIMILAR TO OURS-PAGE 3 OF 
CALIFORNIA STATUE-READS; EXPLAINS WHY THAT STATUTE IS NOT LIKE 













CASE NO. CV-2011-776 
COURT MINUTES 
IDAHO'S AT ALL; SUPREME COURT HAS RULED THAT 30 DAYS IS 30 DAYS; 
I FINALLY HIS BOOTSTRAPPING ARGUMENT DOES NOT APPLY-NOT 
CONNECTED TO HIS CRIMINAL DEFENSE; TRIED TO SETTLE FOR A 
I SIGNIFICANTLY SMALLER SUM; NOW MY CLIENT HAS INCURRED ATTORNEY 1 FEES ON HIS CRIMINAL CASE WHICH WE ARE NOT ASKING FOR; PURPOSE I OF 12-117 STATUTE IS TO PROTECT PEOPLE FROM MISTAKES MADE BY 
GOVERNMENT ENTITY 
BEFORE I MAKE A DECISION I WANT TO REVIEW THE IDAHO STATUTES 
AGAIN; WILL ISSUE A WRITTEN DECISION WITHIN THE NEXT 30 DAYS; 
END 
91 
DATE: 11-23-11 Page 2 of2 
lJ/23/2011 12:11 
VAL TIIORNTON 
Attorney for Defendant 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
ISB #6517 
THDRiiTDrJ LA\•) OFF :r 
IN TIIE DIS1RICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
MAGISTRATE DIViSION 







NINE THOUSAND FmY DOLLARS ) 
U. S. CURRENCY ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CV-2011-0776 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR 
ATIORNEY FEES 
STATE.MENT OF FACTS 
Mr. Cunninghamt's property was seized incident to a search warrant obtained by 
Sandpoint City Prosecutor Lori Meulenberg,. herinafter "the City". The warrant states on 
its face that the purpose of the search was to discover evidence of possession of marijuana 
and of possession of paraphemaJia. The search has allegedly resulted in the seizure of 
various jars containing neglible amounts of marijua.na, and some items of paraphernalia, 
including broken pipes and a bong, and a cell phone. Also seized, but not listed in the 
warrant, were monies kept in a safe in the amount of$9,050.00. 
Bonner County Prosecutor Louis E. Mars~ hereinafter ''the County", filed 
forfeiture proceedings against the $9050 life savings in rhe above entitled action. The 
forfeiture proceeding was dismissed, but :Mr. Cunningham's property was not returned; the 
County now denied that it was in possession of the monies, and stated on the record that 
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the property was being held as evidence by the Sandpoint Police Department. or by the 
City. The city also retained possession of the cell phone listed in the warrant Mr. 
Cunningham was therefore forced to file a second motion for return of property pursuant 
to lC.R. 41(e), including the City as n party. Three days prior to the hearing on the 
matter, and more than four months after M£. Cunninghams property was first taken from 
him, the City filed an ex parte motion for release ofthe property, and the Court entered an 
Order releasing the property on the grounds stated in Mr. Cunningham's motion. 
ISSUES PRESENTED 
L 1\'like CunninghaDl is entitled to an award of attorney fees pursuant to L C. § 
12-117~ and under LC. § 12-121 ill a forfeiture proceeding that was fded after the 
deadline and seeks forfeiture of property of wbieb the prosecutor is not properly in 
possession, causing tbe party in interest to litigate furtber and requiring the 
participation of two prosecutors in order to get the property baek. 
2. If the court should decline to a-ward attorney fees pursuant to I.C. § 12-121 
or pursuant to LC. § 12-117, a request is made for the court to schedule a time for a 
bearing on attorney fees 1mder LC. § 12-123. An evidentiary bearing as 
contemplated by that statute will reveal information not currently in the court 
record which will demonstrate that the case was initiaUy flied and thereafter 
pursued frivolously, unreasonably, and without foundation. 
ARGUMENT AND AUTHORtlY 
1. Mike Cunningham is entitled to an award of attorney fees pursuant to L C. § 
12-117, and under LC. § 12-121 in a forfeiture proceeding that was filed after the 
deadliue aud seeks forfeiture of property of which the prosecutor is not properly in 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR A1TORNEY FEES PAGE2 
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possession, causing the party in interest to litigate further and requiring the 
participation of two prosecutors in order to get tbe property back. 
In this case. the forfeiture proceeding was initiated 34 days after the seixure of the 
subject property, and it was not reasonable for the prosecuting attorney to initiate such 
proceedings after the time for them had past. The court agreed that the failure to timely 
initiate proceedings constituted a jurisdictional defect in the foifeiture action, and 
disllli.ssed the forfeiture. However, the property was not returned. 
I. C. § 37-2744, the forfeiture statute under which the County filed, and under 
which authority the property was required to be placed in the custody of the County, 
states, in pertinent part: 
If the court finds that the property was not used or was not intended to be 
used in "ioJa.tion of this act. or is not subject to forfeiture under this act, the 
court shall order the property released to the owner a:; his right. title. or-
interest appears on records in the appropriate department as of the seizure. 
However, the court was not able to order the return of the property as ordered by 
the statute, because the County was not in possession of the property. The County stated 
that the property was being heJd by the Sandpoint Police Department as evidence. This is 
in violation ofl C.§ 37-2744, which states as fuUows: 
Property taken or detained under this section sha.II not be subject to 
replevin, but is deemed to be in tlte custody of tbe director~ or 
appropriate prosecuting attorney, subject only to the orders and decrees 
of the district court_ or magistrate's division thereo( having jurisdiction 
over the forfeiture proceeding:.L. 
In this case, the prosecuting attorney apparantly decided that he was the 
appropriate prosecuting attorney even though he never received custody of the property 
for which he sought forfeiture. The City of Sandpoint appa.rantly agreed with the County, 
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since it failed to file any fOrfeiture proceedings on its own behalf and apparantly 
authoriz:ed the County's action; the City wrongfully retained custody of the property_ 
Due to the combined actions of the County in filing forfeiture proceedings and of 
the City in retaining custody of the property sought to be forfeited by the County, Mike 
Cunningham was forced to endure additional litigation in order to regain possession of his 
property_ He is entitled to an award of attorney fees for all the litigation he was forced to 
undergo in order to regain custody of his wrongfully withheld property_ 
The Court should find this case analogous to ~e ex rel Rooney v_ One 1977 
Subaru Two Door. VIV A26L-910. 450 114 Idaho 43, 753 P.Zd 254 (Idaho 1988)- In 
that case, the trial court etered a judgment fur:fuiting an automobile ad $10,3 00 currency, 
finding that the auto was use-d to deliver contiolled substaces, and that the currency was 
located in close proximity to comraband. Rooney at 45. The Supreme Court reversed; 
close proximity is insufficient for forfeiture. Id at 46_ Here the money was not even close 
to an:y contraband, and the court should find that there was no justification for the 
initiation of forfeiture proceedings. The County acted without any basis in fact or in law, 
and 1\rfike Cunningham is entitled to attorney fees pursuant to IC. 12-121 on those 
grounds. 
However, the court need not find that the prosecutors fur the County and for the 
City acted without any basis in order to award attorney fees in this matter. Even if the 
court believes the prosecutors were acting in good :fa.ith, the fact remains that the 
forfeiture proceeding was not timely, bad no legal expectation of success, and therefore 
was not reasonable, and should never have been initiated_ The Idaho Supreme Court, en 
bane, upheld the decision of the district court to award attorney kes. ruling that the award 
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of attorney fees was mandatory when the department acted without a reasonable basis in 
fact or in law_ Idaho Dept. ofL&w Enforcement v. Klu~ 125 Idaho 682, 837 p2d 1336 
(Idaho 1994). Similarly, in this case, the department did not have a reasonable basis for its 
actioiL, yet it retained possession of the property and forced the owner to pursue his 
remedy in court. 
The policy behind I C § 12-117 is to "serve as a deterrent to groundless or 
arbitrary agecy actioiL," and to "provide a remedy for persons who have bore unfair and 
unjustified financial burdens defending against grom1dless charges or attempting to correct 
mistakes agencies never should have made." Kluss at 685. It took Mr. Cunningham over 
four months to regain his money. and he incurred attorney fees of more than six thousand 
dollars in that effort. He should be compensated for his trouble and the department should 
be disc.ouraged from litigating unless the proceeding is truly justified. 
2. The basis fo.- request for attorney fees under LC. § 1].-123 is that an 
evideotiary hearing as contemplated by that statute will reveal information not 
currently in the court record which will demonstrate that the case was initially filed 
aod thereafter pursued frivolously, unreasonably~ and without foundation. Hthe 
court should decline to award attorney fees pursuant to LC. § 12-121 or pursuant to 
LC. § 12-117, a request is made for the court to scbeduJe a time for a bearing 
pursuant to LC. § 12-123. 
The basis for a request under I.C. § 12-123 is that an evidentiary hearing will 
show the court that the prosecutor never had any evidence creating even a rebuttable 
presumption of forfeiture. The money was found in no proximity to any c:ontraband. 
There is no evidence of trafficking. Mr. Cunningham will show evidence of coer-sion, 
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including threats of criminal prosecution, also unsubstantiated. in the attempt to force Mr. 
Cunningham to agree to part -with at least a portion of his money. The Court should find 
that the seizure was not authorized by the warrant. that the property is not evidence of any 
criminal act, and that it was wrongfully withheld from its rightful owner for over four 
rnonths. The unreasonable conduct of the County in the course of the litigation :further 
justifies an award of attorney fees pursuant to LC. § 12-123. 
CONCLUSION 
Mr. Cunningham is entitled to an award ofattorey fees pursuant to I.C. § 12-121 
where the County and the City both acted jointly. or permitted the County to act, without 
any basis in fact or in law. .Mr. Cunningham is entitled to an award of attorney fees 
pursuant to [C. I. C. § 12-117 where the County and the City both acted joiiltly, or 
pennitted the County to act, without a reasonable basis in fuct or in law. A motion for 
attorney fees pursuant to I.C. § 12-123 is proper in this civ;J proceeding, and the City is 
properly jointly and severally liable for Mr_ Cunninham's attorney fees, where the City 
retained custody of the for.fuiture property. 
DATED this~ay of ~m~.r, 201 L 
\.ko=r-~~ 
Val Thornton, Attorney at Law 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby ce]ilifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
delivered as indicated on the ~day of ~~r , 2011, to: 
LOUIS MARSHALL 
Bonner County Prosecutor 
127 South First Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
LORI MEULENBERG 
Sandpoint City Prosecutor 
1123 Lake Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
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_mailed, postage prepaid 
~rued to (208) 263-6726 
hand-deliv-ered 
_mailed, postage prepaid 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 









by and through Louis E. Marshall, 
Prosecuting Attorney 
vs. PLAINTIFF, 
NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS AND 
NO CENTS U.S CURRENCY, 
DEFENDANT. 
CASE NO. CV-2011-776 
ORDER DENYING CLAIMANT'S 
MOTION FOR ATTORNE~ 
THE ABOVE ENTITLED MATTER came on for hearing on the 23rd day of November, 
2011 pursuant to claimant Mike Cunningham's motion for an award of attorney fees. Attorney Val 
Thornton represented Mr. Cun..11ingham. Prosecuting Attorney Louis Marshall represented Bonner 
County, Idaho. The court heard the arguments of counsel and announced it was taking the matter 
under advisement to review the authorities cited. The court having reviewed the pleadings, the Idaho 
forfeiture statute and the legal memoranda filed by counsel, issues the following Order: 
I. Statement of Facts 
1. This is a forfeiture action initiated under Idaho Code§ 37-2744. 
2. Bonner County filed this action on May 3, 2011 seeking forfeiture of nine thousand 
and fifty dollars in cash on the basis that "it was found close proximity of controlled substances 
and/or constitutes illicit drug proceeds, in violation ofldaho Code§ 37-2744 and the Idaho 
Controlled Substance Act." See Complaint at paragraph VI. 
3. The cash was seized on March 30, 2011 during the service of a search warrant. 
4. Mr. Cunningham moved to dismiss the forfeiture action on the grounds that it was 
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not filed within thirty (30) days ofthe seizure as required by§ 37-2744(c)(3). 
5. On August 26, 2011, this court issued a written order granting the motion to dismiss. 
6. Thereafter, Cunningham filed the instant motion seeking to recover the costs and 
attorney fees he expended in securing the dismissal and the return of his funds. 
II. Legal Analysis 
Cunningham seeks an award of attorney fees under Idaho Code § § 12-117 and 12-121. 
Idaho Code § 12-117 provides for an award of attorney fees against a state agency where a court 
finds that it "acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law." Idaho Code§ 12-121, as limited 
by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54( e)( 1 ), allows an award of attorney fees to the prevailing 
party in a civil case upon a finding that the action was "brought, pursued or defended frivolously, 
unreasonably or without foundation .... " I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l). 
The court dismissed this action because it interpreted the thirty day language under Idaho 
Code§ 37-2744(c)(3) as mandatory rather than directory. There is no Idaho case law interpreting 
the section and this appears to be an issue of first impression. The case of State, Dept. of Law 
Enforcement v. One Willys Jeep, Vl.N 573481691, 100 Idaho 150, 595 P.2d 299 (1979) is 
instructive on this issue, however, and a careful reading of that decision suggests this court may 
have erred in dismissing the forfeiture action without first requiring Cunningham to demonstrate 
substantial prejudice. 
The Willys Jeep case states that procedural statutes, like I. C. § 37-2744, should be 
liberally construed to promote a disposition on the merits. 100 Idaho at 154, 595 P.2d at 303. 
The Willys Jeep case involved a provision ofl.C. § 37-2744 dealing with the forfeiture of 
vehicles. The section provides that forfeiture proceedings "shall have priority over other civil 
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cases." LC. §37-2744(d)(l)(D). On appeal, the claimant alleged that the trial court did not set the 
case ahead of its other civil matters. The Idaho Supreme Court held that the provision was 
directory not mandatory. "A contrary conclusion would be disruptive to the orderly 
administration of justice and would impair the flexibility the trial courts must have in setting 
cases for trial." ld "Where the prescribed procedure is not the essence of the thing to be 
accomplished the statute is generally considered directory not mandatory." ld (citations omitted). 
Although this court ultimately ruled that the thirty day limit in LC. §37-2744 is 
mandatory, it was not unreasonable for Bonner County to view the provision as directory and to 
file the forfeiture proceeding 34 days after the seizure. The court could have found the language 
directory and required a showing of substantial prejudice in order to dismiss the action. The 
court concludes that Bonner County had a reasonable basis in law to file this action when it did 
and that it was not brought frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation. Cunningham's 
motion for attorney fees under I.C. § 12-117 and 12-121 is denied. 
Cunningham requests that if his motion for attorney fees under § § 12-11 7 and 12-121 is 
denied, the court schedule a time for an evidentiary hearing on attorney fees under Idaho Code § 
12-123. Idaho Code§ 12-123 allows a court to award attorney fees as a sanction in a civil action 
upon a finding, following an evidentiary hearing, that a party or his counsel has engaged in 
"frivolous conduct." Frivolous conduct is defined as conduct that "serves merely to harass or 
maliciously injure another party" or "is not supported in fact or warranted under existing law and 
cannot be supported by a good faith argument for an extension, modification, or reversal of 
existing law." I.C. § 12-123(1)(a). 
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While there is relatively little case law interpreting Idaho Code § 12-123, the cases that do 
exist suggest that the standard for awarding fees under the two statutes is similar, if not identical. 
See Hanfv. Syringa Realty, Inc., 120 Idaho 364,369,816 P.2d 320.325 (1991); Webster v. 
Hoopers, 126 Idaho 96,99-100, 878 P.2d 795, 799-800 (Ct. App. 1994). The court has already 
found that there was a legal basis for this action and that Bonner County did not act frivolously. 
The request for a evidentiary hearing under § 12-123 is denied on the basis that the court has 
found that the county did not engage in frivolous conduct when it filed this action. 
III. Order 
NOW THEN IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that claimant's motion for an award of attorney 
fees is denied for the reasons set forth above. 
SO ORDERED this_ day ofNovember, 2011 
Barbara Buchanan 
Magistrate Judge 
I hereby certifY that a true ~d correct copy of the above was mailed/faxed/hand-delivered to 
the following day of \\.l · , 20 \I : 
Val Thornton 
Attorney at Law 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd 




Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
) 
By: Deputy Clerk 
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BONNER COUNTY IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS 












ORDER OF REASSIGNMENT 
CV2011-776 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above matter is reassigned to the Honorable 
John R. Stegner.~ Administrative District Judge for the Second Judicial District, for the 
reassignment to a District Judge from the Second Judicial District for all further 
proceedings. Pursuant to the Idaho Supreme Court Amended Order for 
Assignment of Judges to the First Judicial District dated November 2:2011, this 
reassignment shall be considered an appointment by the Supreme Court pursuant to Idaho 
Rule of Civil Procedure 40(d)(l)(iii). 
ORDER OF REASSIGNMENT: 1 
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!I, , ·1 • · r d 1 · · 1vi:tc e , Haynes, rr e ander, ete ~L91 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby ce1tify that on the J, 0 day of j ttfv , 2012, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing was sent via facsimile, to the following: 
Honorable John R. Stegner 
Faxed: (208) 883-5719 v 
Honorable Judge Barbara Buchanan 
Faxed; (208) 265-1468 v 
Louis Marshall 
Bonner County Prosecutor 
Faxed: (208) 263-6726 / 
Val Thornton 
Faxed: (208)255-2327 
ORDER OF REASSIGNMENT: 2 
CLIFFORD T. HAYES 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
106 
6 
a , 2 0. 2 0 2 3: 58 Mitche 1, Haynes, Fried:ander, Pete 9 
In the Supreme Court of the State of ldalto 






The Court bas determined a need for additional judicial assistance in the F.im Judicia.) District of 
the State of Idaho and the assignment of Second Judicial District Judges JEFF BRUlJIE, CARL 
KERRICK. JOHN STEGNER and MICHAEL GRIFFIN is necessary and will promote the efficient 
a.d:u!inistration of justice; therefore, 
lT HEREBY IS O:RDERED that Judges JEFF BRUDIE, CARL KERRICK, JOHN STEGNER 
and MICHAEL GRIFFIN be, and hereby Bl'e, ASSIGNED to the First Judicial District to preside in any . 
cases as may be assigned to them by the Administrative Distdet Judge with the approval of the 
Administrative Director of the Courts to conduct all proceedings necessary for their final disposition 
during the period indicated below: 
July l, 2011-Jlllle 30,2012 
JT FURTHBR IS ORDERED that the reporting of any proceeding in the Dlstr1ct: Court assigned 
to judges JRFF BRUDJE, CARL KERRICK, JOHN STEGNER and MICHAEL GRIFFIN may be by an 
electronic recording of the official record in .lieu of a court reporter as determined by the Judge. 
lT FURTDER IS ORDERED that the aslignment of cases in the First Judicial District to 
Judges JEFF BRUDIE, CARL I{ERRIC.K, JOHN STEGNER and MICHAEL GRIF.FIN shall be 
considered appob1tments by the Supreme Court and that, pursuant to Rule 40(d)(1)(I)(lii) of the 
ldall,o R..nles of Civil Procedure, and beginning from the date of tbis Amended Order, there shall be 
no right to disqualify these judges without cause in any of the First Judicial District eases to which 
they are assigned. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that a copy of this Order shall be placed in a pro tem judge 
assignments file to be maintained by the District Court Clerk as a central register of all assignment orders. 
DATED this 2nd day ofN~-verobet, 201 L 
Admin. Dis!rlct Judge JeffBrudie 
Admin, Distriet Judge Jolm Mitchell 
Trial CoUtt Administrator Karlen~: Behringer 
By Order of the Supreme Court 
Hon. Carl Kerrick 
Hon. John Siegner 
Hon. Miebllel Griffin 
01/23/2012 13:29 FAX 1208883~719 l@UUUi/UUUZ 
IN TilE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
BONNERCOUNTY, IDAHO, ) Case No. CV-2011-776 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) ORDER ASSIGNING JUDGE 
vs. ) 
) 
NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS ) 
AND NO CENfS, US CURRENCY, ) 
) 
Defendant ) _______________________ ) 
It is ORDERED that Judge Jeff Brodie, whose chambers are located in Lewiston, 
Idaho, is assigned to preside over all further proceedings in the above-entitled matter. 
DATED this 2_3rd day of January 2012. 
£fl~ 
Jo R Stegner 
Administrative District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I do hereby certify that a full, true, complete 
and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER 
ASSIGNING JUDGE was transmitted by facsimile to: 




Bonner County Prosecutor 
(208) 265-1468 
Valerie Parr Thornton 
Attorney at Law 
(208) 355-2327 
on this ~ay of Janu 
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January 301 2012 
Bonner County District Court 
Attention: Linda Oppelt 
Re: Cases Assigned to Judge Brudie 
Linda: 







Bonner County vs. Nine Thousand Fifty Dollars and No Cents 
Complaint in REM for Forfeiture Under Idaho Code 37-2744 
Answer 
Order Dismissing Forfeiture 
Order Denying Claimant's Motion for Attorney Fees 
Notice of Appeal 









Petition for Review 
Notice of Lodging of Agency Record 
Notice of Filing Agency Record 
Agency Record 
Notice of Filing Supplemental Agency Record 
Transcript Filed- lifetime CDL Disqualification Hearing of 7-21-10 
Order Staying Appeal 
Order Staying Suspension 
IIU. 'tVO:i 












Brian Keith Heffiing vs. State of Idaho Transportation Department 
Petition for Review 
Order Staying Suspension 




**It states documents were sent to Judge Brudie on ROA 10-6-2011 but they were not received"'* 
Please send documents to: Nez Perce County District Court 
Attention: Pam 
PO Box896 




From: Pam Schneider [PamSchneider@co.nezperce.id.us] 
Sent: Friday, March 16, 2012 1:59PM 
To: Linda Oppelt 
Subject: CV11-776 Bonner County vs. Nine Thousand Fifty ... 
Hi Linda! 
I wanted to let you know that our court reporter Linda Carlton prepared the transcript in this case and 





i-'<S:> IN THE JJISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDi STRJCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO~ IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
) 
BONNERCOUNTY,IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CV 11-776 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS, ) 
ORDER SCHEDULING BRIEFS 
AN'D ARGUMENT 
AND NO CENTS, US CURRENCY, ) 
) 
Defendant ) 
A transcript of the proceeding trom the Magistrate's Division has been filed with this 
Court 
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1) Appellant shall file their briefhaving been filed April24, 2012. 
2) Respondent shall ftle their brief on or before May 23, 2012. 
3) Reply brief shall be filed on or before June 13, 2012. 
4) Telephonic Appellate argument shall take place on July 12, 2012, commencing at 
the hour of2:00 p.m. The Court will initiate the calL 
DATED this W day of March 2012. 
ORDER SCHEDULING BRIEFS 
AND ARGUMENT 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certifY that a true copy of the foregoing ORDER SCHEDULING BRIEFS AN'D 
ARGUMENT was 
v 
V' hand delivered via court basket, or ~ ~ 9'1-
--mailed, postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this J. day of March 2012, 
to: 
Louis Marshall (F . .<\X 208-263-6726) 
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VAL THORNTON 
Attorney for Defendant 
468S Upper Paok River Rd 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
, (208) 2ss..a327 :m 
ISB#6517 
IN Tim DISTRICT COURT OF TilE FIRST JUDIClAL DISTRICT OF 1RE 
STATE OF IDAHO> IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
BONNER COUNTY IDAHO, 
Pb:intitf, 
v. 
Nine thomand·fifty doUa.rs and no 















APPELLANT hereby respectfully objects to the briefing schedule and moves the 
court to vacate its order pursuant to Rules 83(o) and (p) of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure regarding settlement of transcript and record, as fullows: 
1. Appellant has not received a Notice ofLodging of Transcript 
2. On January 6, 2012, counsel for Appellant recei:v~ via U.S. mai4 an uosigned 
copy of a transcript ofthe proceeding held November 23, 201 L The postmark on the 
envelope containing tbe transcript was March 2, 2012_ 
3. Pursuant to Rule 83( o) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure~ Appellant has until 
21 days after ma.iling ofthe Notice ofLodging ofTransropt to object to the content of the 
trao.script_ That tin:le has not begun to~ ho-wever, Appeliant: has not hAd 21 days from 
the date of receipt of the transcript in wbioh to review the transcript, and was not on 
notice that time had begun to run in whi.,;h to file any objection. 
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4. Pursuant to Rule 83{p) oftbe Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. after all parties have 
bad notice and time to object:, and the transcript is deemed to be settled, the clerk must file 
the transcript, the clerks recor~ ands all exhibits with the district court, and give 
notification to the parties of such filing. 
5. Appellant is then permitted 21 days within wbich to file a motion to augment the 
1ecord, which Appellant hereby notifies the coun that it intends to do, in order for the 
court to have the benefit of a transcript of the hearing on Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, 
which was heard at 1:30 o1olock p.m. of June 20,2011. 
WHEREFORE, IT IS PRAY.ED, THAT the court vacate its order scheduling 
briefs and argument in order to provide the parties with a meaningful review of the issues 
involved in this appeal. 
,,.;!' 
DAlEO tbisg day of 'I.YV>.tu:_.,'v\_, 2012. 
~~ 
Val Thomto~ Attorney at Law 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby terti6es that a. true and correct oopy of the foregoing was 
delivered as indicated on the ~day of ~).a. • 2012, to: 
IIONORA.lllE JEFF BRUDIE 
District Court Judge 
Nez Perce County Counhouse 
P. O.Box896 
LewistOD, ID 83501 
LOUIS MARSHALL 
:Sonner County Prosecutor 
Courthouse mail 
Bonner County Courthouse 
127 South First Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
CITY OF SANDPOINT 
Courthouse mail 
Bonner County Courthouse 
127 South First Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
OBJECTION TO BRIEFING SCHEDULE 
116 
~mailed, postage prepaid, 
~~to {208) 799-3058 
____ hand-delivered 
_mailed, postage prepaid, 
u_:fuxed to (208) 263~6726 
_hand-delivered· 
_mailed, post~i,;.tre prepaid, 





Attorney for Defendant 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
ISB #6517 ""£) 
IN rn:E DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT THE"" 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COTJNTY OF BON:~ 
BONNER COUNTY IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
Nine thousand fifty dollars 











Case No. CV-2011-0776 
AMENDED OBJECTION 
AND MOTION TO VACATE 
BRIEFING SCHEDULE 
ON APPEAL 
APPELL>\NT hereby respectfully objects to the briefing sr.;hedule moves the 
court to vacate its order pursuant to Rules 83( o) and (p) of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure regarding settlement of transcript and record, as follows: 
l Appellant has not received a Notice ofLodging ofTnmscript. 
2. On March 5, 2012, counsel for Appellant received, via US. mail, an unsigned copy 
of a transcript of the proceeding held November 23, 2011. The postmark on the envelope 
containing the transcript was March 2, 2012. No letter or notification of any kind was 
included with the transcript 
3 Pursuant to Rule 83( o) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Appellant has until 
21 days after mailing of the Notice ofLodging of Transcript to object to the content of the 
transcript. 
4. Pursuant to Rule 83(p) of the Idaho Rnles of Civil Procedure, after all parties have 
had notice and time to object, and the transcript is deemed to be settled, the c1erk must file 
AMENDED OBJECTION TO BRIEFING SCHEDULE 
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the transcript> the clerks record, ands all exhibits with the district court, and give 
notification to the parties of such filing. 
5. Pursuant to Rule 83( q) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, 
21 days within which to aument the record. 
5. Appellant has requested preparation of the transcript of the hearing on Defendant's 
motion to dismiss, which was heard at 1:30 o'clock p.m. of June 20, 2011, for the 
purpose of moving this court to augment the record to include that transcript. 
WHEREFORE, IT IS PRAYED, THAT the court vacate its order scheduling 
briefs and argument in order to provide the parties with the oppornmity to augment the 
record and to properly infonn the court of the issues involved in this appeal. 
Val Thornton, Attorney at Law 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
delivered as indicated on the~ day of V\Ao.Ac..."' , 2012, to: 
HONORABLE JEFF BRUDJE 
District Court Judge 
Nez Perce County Courthouse 
P. 0. Box896 
Lewiston, ID 83 501 
LOUIS MARSHALL 
Bonner County Prosecutor 
Courthouse mail 
Bonner County Courthouse 
127 South First Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
CITY OF SANTIPOINT 
Courthouse mail 
Bonner County Courthouse 
127 South First Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
AMENDED OBJECTION TO BRlEFING SCHEDULE 
11~ 
_mailed, postage prepaid, 
.)L.fitx:ed to (208) 799-3058 
hand-delivered 
_mailed, postage prepaid, 
~faxed to (208) 
hand-delivered 
_mailed, postage prepaid5 
~faxed to (208) 255-1368 
_hand-delivered 
VAL THORNTON 
Attorney for Defendant 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
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IN TilE DISTRICT COTJRT OF TilE FIRST ruDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR 1HE COUNfY OF BONNER 
BONNER COUNTY IDAHO, 




Nine thousand fifty dollars 










PREPARATION OF TRAl~SCRIPT 
Defendant. 
APPELLANT, by and through undersigned counsel, hereby moves the court for an 
order directing preparation of the transcript of the hearing on Appellant's motion to 
dismiss in the above entitled matter. which hearing was held on June 20, 2011, at the hour 
of 1:31 dclock p.m. The clerk was Melissa Seck_ Counsel will pay transcript fee 
upon notification of the amount thereof 
WHEREFORE, IT IS PRAYED~ THAT the court order the court clerk to prepare 
the transcript ofthe above referenced hearing at Appellant's expense, upon receipt of the 
estimated fee, and to deliver a copy of said transcript to all parties. 
ii-
DATED this1(.: day of~ , 2012. 
\10~ 
Val Thornton, Attorney at Law 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
.'# 
the undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy 
delivenf as indicated on the U'-day of ~ , 20!2~ to: 
foregoing was 
f 
HONO]J.ABLE JEFF BRUD:IE 
District Court Judge 
Nez Perce County Courthouse 
P. O.Box896 
Lewistob, ID 83501 
LOUIS }AARSHALL 
Bonner fAunty Prosecutor 
Courthobse mail 
8 
Bonner founty Courthouse 
127 Soljh First Street 






_mailed, postage prepaid, 
xfaxed to (208) 799-3058 
_hand-delivered 
_mailed, postage prepaid, 
~faxed to (208) 263-6726 
hand-delivered 
_mailed, postage prepaid, 
Lfaxed to (208) 368 
~hand-delivered 
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VAL1HORNTON 
Attorney for Defendant 
4685 UJPer Pack River Rd. 
SandpoiJt, ID 83864 .,., 
(208) 2fJ-5017 phone ~; ; L 2 8 
i' , · __ 
C· n8' ,. U I 
(208) 2~5-2327 tax . . 
ISB #61! ~THE DISTRICT COURT OF TilE FlRST RJDICIAL DISTRICT OF -~~--~ >~~ T 










Case No. CV-2011-0776 
ORDER FOR 
sand fifty dollars 





PRODUCTION OF TRANSCRIPT 
) 
PELLANf, by and through undersigned counsel, having moved [he court for an order 
reparation of the transcript of the hearing on Appellant's motion to dismiss in the above 
er, the court having considered the matter, and, good cause apptaring, 
W THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, 
T, within thirty days of this order, the Clerk ofthe Court shall cause to be prepared a 
script of the record of the hearing held on Defendant's motion to dismiss m the above 
T the cost of the transcript shall be paid by the Defendant and copies of the transcript 
· ered to Defendant's attorney and to the panies on appeal Counsel will pay the 
upon notification of the amount thereof 
ho~201~~ 
Barbara Buchanon, Magistrate Judge 
PRODUCTION OF TRANSCRIPT PAGEl 
1 22 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
:l-.( 
t 
<~ndersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
indicated on the __2[_ day of MIA•il.Jn , 2012, to : 
Law 
Pack River Rd. 
ID 83864 
PRODUCTION OF TRANSCRIPT 
/mailed, postage prepaid, 
_faxed to (208) 799-3058 
hand-delivered 
_mailed, postage prepaid, 
_faxed to (208) 263-6726 
hand-delivered 
-:1 ~\<K o a-oc.e. Mc-J\ -
_mailed, postage prepaid, 
_faxed to (208) 255-1368 
____ hand-delivered 
v 'i=Y'\!K o Ff lee N\o-\ \ 
,/ mailed, postage prepaid 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNTY OF BONNER 
BO:N'NER COlJNTY IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
NINE THOUSAND FIFTY 














CASE NO. CV-2011-0776 
TRANSCRIPT ESTIMATE 
I, Kelsey Driver, Deputy Clerk of the District Court, Bonner County, State of 
Idaho, do hereby estimate the cost of preparing the transcripts of the testimony taken and 
argument presented at the Scheduling Conference, Motion to Dismiss & Attorney's Fees 
& Costs held on June 20, 2011 to be $100.00. 
PLEASE REMIT PAYMENT WITHIN 14 DAYS. 
DATED this 2&f day of___.MD.xr)n-=-.3!!0<=->o!'-"--'----' 2012. 
MARIE SCOTT 




TRANSCRIPT ESTIMATE - 1 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed this ___2!J_ day 
of M.o.:r()o 2012, to: 
Val Thornton 
Attorney at Law 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Deputy Clerk 
TRANSCRIPT ESTIMATE - 2 
125 
lJC!/ L.j! L!JlL I. :OL 
VAL THORNTON 
Attorney for Defendiillt, 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID ~~~6MI\ 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
czos) zss-23z;u:~x:,, ~,~ 
ISB #6517 uU:::;,;~ 
IN THE T'iD""IS.,...l..;.,RI.,.,filS,......,:Jl.,....o.,..,G.,.....OUT"', ..,..R...,..I_,.O..,...P THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TilE 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR TIIE COlJNTY OF BONNER 





NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS ) 
AND NO CENTS, US CURRENCY ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 




APPELLANt Mike Cunningham having moved the court to vacate its Order 
Scheduling Briefs and Argument, the court having considered the matter, good cause 
appearing, 
NOW. THEREFORE. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, 
THAT the Order scheduling briefs and argument is hereby vacated; and 
THAT a new Order scheduling briefs and argument will be served upon the 
parties after settlement of all transcripts and the clerk's record is complete. 
DATED this .j__ day of &J/7 , 2012. 
ORDER VACATING BR1EFING SCHEDULE 126 PAGE 1 
I I 
IN THE DISTRICT COuRT OF THE FIRST ruDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
) 




NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS, ) 
) 
Defendant! Appellant. ) 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
CASE NO. CV 11-776 
ORDER SCHEDULING BRIEFS 
AND ARG'CJMENT 
1) Appellant's brief shall be filed by July 30,2012. 
2) Respondent's brief shall be filed by August 27,2012. 
3) Any reply brief shall be filed by September 17,2012. 
4) Telephonic Appellate Argument shall take place on October 24, 2012, 
commencing at the hour of3:00 p.m. TI1e Court will initiate the call. 
DATED this~ day of June 2012, 
ORDER SCHEDULING BRIEFS 
AND ARGUMENT 1 
127 
L 
CT 9 2 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certifY that a true copy of the foregoing ORDER SCHEDULING BRlEFS A!~D 
ARGUMENT was 
__{hand delivered via court basket, or {) ~ V -t* 
__ n1ailed, postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this J 5 d; of June 2012, 
to: 
Val Thornton (FAX 208-255-2327) 
Louis Marshall (FAX 208~263-6726) 
ORDER SCHEDULING BRIEFS 
Al"'D ARGUMENT 2 
07/30/2012 17:03 208-255-2327 
VAL TIIORNTON 
Attorney for Defendant 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
ISB #6517 
THORNTON LAW OFFICE 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
BONNER COLlNTY IDAHO~ 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
Nine thousand fifty doUars and no 















APPElLANT IY.fike CUnningham, by and through his attorney of reco~d, hereby 
' 
moves the court for an extension of time to file his brief on appeal, as follows: 
I. Appellant's brief is due July 30, 2012. 
2. The court vacated its prior scheduling order where no notice of lodging of 
transcript had been filed, and a transcript of an earlier hearing was required for the court 
to be fully infonned of the premises. 
3. Appellant has not taken any new cases, but has a small practice and has been 
involved in time-sensitive matters including preparing for two unanticipated child custody 
trials, a break-down in non-judicial forclosure settlement negotiations, and suppression 
issues in two criminal cases. 
4. Appellant's brief will be completed and :filed tomorrow, July 3 I, 2012 
MOTION FOR AN EXIENSION OF TIME PAGEl 
129 
PAGE 01/02 
07/30/2012 17:03 208-255-2327 THORNTON LAW OFFICE 
WHEREFORE. IT IS PRAYED, 
THAT the court extend by one day the time for Appellant to file his brief in the 
above matter. 
DATEDthis'3Qdayof~L.J._(f , 2012. 
\l£~~~ 
Val Thornton. Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby rerti:fies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
delivered as indicated on the~ day of~~ , 2012, to: 
HONORABLE JEFF BRUDIE 
District Court Judge 
Nez Pe~ County Courthouse 
P. 0. Box896 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
LOUIS MARSHALL 
Bonner County Prosecutor 
Courthouse mail 
Bonner County Courthouse 
127 South First Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
MOTION FOR AN EX'IENSION OF TIME 
_mailed, postage prepaid, 
)'.., faxed to (208) 799-3058 
hand-delivered 
_mailed, postage prepaid, 






Attorney for Defendant 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83 864 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
ISB #6517 
I HUI'<:I'll Ul'l LI-\W Ur- r J.'vt:.. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TilE 
STATE OF IDAHO~ IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
BONNER COUNTY IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
v. 
MICHAEL C. CUNNINGHAM 









NL~E THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS ) 
U. S. CURRENCY ) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CV-2011-0776 
AMENDED MOTION 
FOR AN EXTENSION 
OF TIME AND 
CER'IIDCATION OF 
COUNSEL IN SlJ-:fPORT 
APPELL~NT Mike Cunningham, by and through his attorney of record, hereby 
amends his motio~ as follows: 
L The extension is requested pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 34(e),. 
2. This motion is supported by the certification of counsel filed concurrently 
herewith. 
WHEREFORE, IT IS PRAYED, 
THAT the court extend by one day the time fur Appellant to file his brief in the 
above matter. 
~y ::-\ 
DATEDthis3ldayof~~'1;' , 2012. 
~aSl-r~~ 
Val Thornton, Attorney at Law 
AJ\1ENDED MOUO:N FOR AN EXTENSION OF TIME 
i31 
07/31/2012 15:45 208-255-2327 THORNTON LAW OFFICE 
CERT~CATEOFSERV1CE 
. The ~n~ersigned hereby ~ifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
delivered as mdxcated on the~- day of~~ 2012, to: 
HONORABLE JEFF BRUDIE 
District Court Judge 
Nez Perce County Courthouse 
P. 0. Box896 
Le,-.;is.ton, ID 83501 
LOUIS MARSHALL 
Bonner County Prosecutor 
Courthouse mail 
Bonner County Courthouse 
127 South First Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
AMENDED MOTION FOR AN EXTENSION OF TIME 
132 
_mailed, postage prepaid. 
x_.faxed to (208) 799-3058 
~_hand-delivered 
_mailed, postage prepaid, 
~faxed to (208) 263-6726 
hand-delivered 
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07/31/2012 15:45 208-255-2327 
VAL TIJORNTON 
Attorney for Defendant 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83 864 
THORNTON LAW OFFICE PAGE 03/04 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
ISB #6517 Kb._ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
BONNER COUNTY IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
v. 
MJCBAEL C. CUNNINGHAM 









NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS ) 
U. S. CURRENCY ) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CV-2011-0776 
CERTIFlCATION OF 
COlJNSEL IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR AN 
EXTENSION OF TIME 
UNDERSIGNED counsel for Appellant, Val Thornton, hereby certifY under oath, 
in support of Appellant's Motion for an extension of time, as follows: 
1. Appellant's brief is due July 30, 2012; and Appellant requests to be permitted to 
timely file the brief the following day, July 31, 2012 .. 
2. Appellant has not previously requested an extension, however Appellant was 
granted a motion to vacate the prior scheduling request, where no notice of lodging of 
transcript had been filed, and a transcript of an earlier hearing was required for the court 
to be fully informed ofthe premises. Appellant's briefwas origjnally due April24, 2012. 
The court's order generously extended the time to file by several weeks after the second 
transcript was lodged with the court. Appellant anticipated being able to file on time, 
absent unforeseen circumstances. 
AMENDED MOTION FOR AN EXTENSION OF TI:ME 
13a 
07/31/2012 15:45 208-255-2327 THORNTON LAW OFFICE 
3. No previous requests for extension have by denied in whole or in part. 
4. Counsel for Appellant has a small practice, and has been delayed by several 
unanticipated developments including two child custody matters that were expected to 
settle, a break-down in non-judicial forclosure settlement negotiations requiring pleading 
for a temporary restraining order, and suppression issues in two criminal cases. The 
months of June and July have been extraordmarily busy even though counsel has not taken 
any new cases since February. In addition, the law office was without internet access for a 
week due to a po~-er outage and subsequent equipment failure. 
5. Appellant only requests the extension for one day. 
6. The brief will have been filed by the time the Court sees this motion. 
~ .... 
DATED this~ day of~, '\:f: , 2012. 
~rr~ 
V Thornton, Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby ~ties that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
delivered as indicated on the-:ar= day of =~.J._.~o-'(J _, 2012, to: 
HONORABLE JEFF BRUDIE 
District Court Judge 
Nez Perce County Courthouse 
P. 0. Box896 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
LOUIS MARSHALL 
Bonner County Prosecutor 
Courthouse mail 
Bonner County Courthouse 
127 South Frrst Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83 864 
AMENDED MOTION FOR ANEX"TENSION OF TIME 
i 4 
_mailed, postage prepaid, 
~fiDc:ed to (208) 799-3058 
~and-delivered 
_mailed. postage prepaid, 
~axed to (208) 263-6726 
hand-delivered 
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DISTRICT COCRT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BO:t\TNER 
BONNER COUNTY, IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
Y. 








Real party in interest, ) 
NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS ) 
U.S. CURRENCY ) 
) 
Defendant-Appellant ) 
Case No. CV-2011-0776 
RESPONDENrS BRIEF 
APPEAL FR0:\1 THE :\IAGISTRATE COURT 
OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
HONORABLE BARBARA BUCHANAN 
Magistrate Judge 
LOUIS MARSHALL 
Bonner County Prosecuting Attomey 
127 South First Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6726 
VAL THOfu'\fTON 
Thornton Law~ Office 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83 864 
(208) 263-5017 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
On March 30, 201 1, Sandpoint Prosecutor Lori :\1eulenberg obtained a warrant to 
search Defendant's residence for evidence ofpossession of a controlled substance 
(marijuana) as well as any items used in the potential sale or distribution of a controlled 
substance including, but not limited to, "scales, ledgers and/or receipts and/or cunency." See 
Search Wanant, 2. \Vhen the search wanant was executed on March 30,2011, several items of 
marijuana paraphernalia vvere seized fl-om the bedroom in the Defendant's residence. A locked 
"Husky" safe box was also found in the bedroom and seized. See Inventorv Report. \Vhen the 
box was opened by law enforcement it was found to contain nme-thousand and fifty dollars 
(S9,050) in bills which \\:ere logged and secured by law enforcement on March 31 11. See 
Cash Rep011. Bonner County, by and through the Prosecuting Attorney, filed forfeiture 
proceedings against the $9,050 on May 3, 11, thirty-four days after the seizure of the 
The forfeiture \vas subsequently dismissed by the 
magistrate who found that the forfeiture proceedings should have been filed with thirty days. See 
Order Dismissing Forfeiture, L 
The Defendant filed a motion tor a\vard of attorney's fees and costs on September 12, 
2011. Amended Motion tor Award of Attomev's Fees. The County objected and a hearing was 
held on November 23, 2011. The magistrate court not only denied the Defendant's request for 
attorney's fees, but also stated in the Order Denving Claimant's Motion for Attomev Fees that, 
despite filing forfeiture proceedings four days after the thirty day period prescribed Idaho 
Code § ] 2-2744( c )(3), Bonner County had not acted frivolously, unreasonably, or vvithout 
foundation and thus attorney fees were improper. Id., 3. The Defendant no\v appeals the 
magistrate's denial of attorney fees. 
RESPONDENT'S BRIEF- l 
138 
ADDITIONAL ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
1. \Vas the magistrate correct in ruling that the Defendant was not entitled to attorney's 
fees pursuant to I.C. § 12-117? 
2. Is Bonner County entitled to attorney's fees on appeal pursuant to I.C. § 12-121? 
BRIEF ANSWERS 
l. The magistrate was correct in denying the Defendant's motion for attorney's fees as 
Bonner County did not act without a reasonable basis in fact or la'\v. 
2. Bonner County is entitled to attorney's fees on appeal where the Defendant's appeal 
-was brought frivolously, unreasonably, or without foundation. 
ARGUl\lENT 
l. \Vas the magistrate correct in ruling that the Defendant -was not entitled to attorney 
fees pursuant to I. C. § 1 2-117? 
It 1s a -vvell settled principle that a court may award attorneys fees to a prevailing pa1iy in 
a lawsuit under LC § 12-117. Hmvever, this principle does contain an important caveat. In order 
to receive attorney fees, the party must prevail in the lawsuit and opposing pat1y must have acted 
without a reasonable basis in fact or lmv. Kootenai Medical Center v. Bonner Countv Com 'rs, 
141 Idaho 7, 10 (Idaho 2004), citing I.C. § 12-117(1). \\Then the error made the state agency 
in a case inYolves a reasonable, but enoneous, interpretation of a statute, attorney fees generally 
will not be awarded. Cox v. Department ofins .. State ofidaho, 121 Idaho 143, 148 (Ct. App. 
1991), citing Van Gordon v. Oregon State Board of Dental Examiners, 666 P.2d 276,282 (Or. 
App 1983 ). In Cox, the Department ofinsurance filed a complaint against an agent for violating 
139 
RESPO~DE~T'S BRIEF - 2 
the anti-rebate statute. After being fined, the defendant appealed. On appeal the court found that 
had not violated the anti-rebate statute and he requested attorney fees arguing that the 
complaint should never have been filed and was groundless, thus entitling him to attorney fees 
under I.C. § 12-117. Id. at 148. The court denied the defendant's request holding that, while the 
claim against Cox \Yas a mistake, it could not find it was groundless and arbitrary. It found that 
the statute at issue was ''ambiguous, or at least confusingly worded" and no case law existed to 
guide the depmtment to another conclusion. Thus, the coru1 found that the agency's 
interpretation, ·while eiToneous, \vas reasonable and not one for which it should be punished. Id. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has also confirmed the sentiment that attorney fees under I.C. § 12-
117 are not appropriate where the agency's mistake was an eiToneous. but reasonable 
interpretation of an ambiguous statute. See Idaho Potato Commission v. Russet Valley Produce, 
Idaho 654, 661 ( 1995). 
The statutory situation the case at bar is very similar to that of the situation in Cox. 
There, the statute \Vas ambiguous. convoluted, and no case lending to interpretation existed, 
leading to an incorrect interpretation of the procedure outlined within it. Here, a similar event 
occulTed. I.C. § 37-2744 is confusing and contradictory. Initially under part (c), the statute states 
that forfeiture proceedings shall be instituted "promptly,'' lending to the conclusion that the 
proceedings should be instituted \\Iithout unnecessary delay and perhaps in similar fashion as I.C. 
§ 37-2744A which allows for a ninety day timeline or any number of other statutes which require 
"prompt" action on the part of the government. Ho\vever, the statute goes on to later cite a thi11y 
day timeline for instituting forfeiture proceedings. LC. § 37-2744. These two provisions, while 
perhaps not in direct conflict do lead to a confusing directive. Despite the County failing to 
institute forfeiture proceedings against the Defendant in thirty days, it did initiate within thirty-
140 
RESPONDENT'S BRIEF- 3 
four days. While the confusing nature of the statute is not necessarily an appropriate justification 
the filing being delayed by four days, it does suggest that the County's interpretation of 
statute and its applicable timelines was not wholly unreasonable. :\1uch like the Cox case, 
Court should find that the County's interpretation of the statute, while perhaps eiToneous, was 
not unreasonable and thus the County should not be punished through the imposition of attorney 
fees where it acted incorrectly but not \Vithout a reasonable basis in fact or la\v. 
The Defendant attempts to argue that the County acted \Vithout a reasonable basis in fact 
or law by citing case la\v vvhere comis have awarded attorney fees in cases where actions have 
been filed atl:er a statutory time period to file has expired. Hmvever. the cases cited by the 
Defendant are not entirely analogous and are distinguishable from the situation at bar. For 
682 (Idaho 1994 ). There the DLE failed to initiate forfeiture proceedings with ninety days as 
proscribed by I.C. § and the Court found that the Defendant was entitled to attorney 
fees as the LE had acted vvithout a reasonable basis in fact or law. at 685; see also I.C. § 3 




no room tor 
ll1 statutes and case law the are considerably 
141 
RESPONDENTS BRIEF- 4 






to . ~ 12-1 J 7. 
2. Is Bonner County entitled to attorney fees on appeal pursuant to I.C. § 12-121? 
RESPONDENT'S BR1EF- 5 142 
Under I. C. § 12-121, attorney fees can be awarded on appeal to any party in a civil action 
the court determines that the appeal is brought frivolously, unreasonably, or without 
genuine allegation of factual or legal enor on the part of a magistrate judge an award of attorney 
fees under I.C. § 12-121 is appropriate. Nelson v. Nelson, 144 Idaho 710, 718 (Idaho 2007). The 
Idaho Supreme Court has held that attorney fees are awardable on appeal if an appeal does no 
more than invite an appellate court to second-guess the trial court on conflicting evidence. 
=-===='--'-'--=:...:==_o.=' 136 Idaho 402, 408 (Idaho 2001 
In the case at bar, the Appellant devotes ""'''-HJ in his brief to denoting all ofthe 
various reasons why the seizure ofhis funds \vas incorrect to begin \Vith. See Appellant's Brief 
=~=----"'--==' 7-9. These are not the issues on appeal. The issue on appeal is whether the trial court 
\vas conect in denying the Appellant's motion for attorney The lengthy diatribe embarked 
on the Appellant concerning the in which the disputed funds were found to 
the search \Varrant, and whether other 
procedural requirements were followed are overall irrelevant to the interpretation and application 
of the thirty day directive-the issue ofthe appeaL By presenting these arguments the Appellant 
is asking this Court to essentially reevaluate and reweigh the evidence brought before the trial 
court and reassess the veracity of a search \vanant or procedural paperwork \vhich, again, is not 
even the subject of this appeal. Accordingly, this Court should find that this appeal has been 
brought frivolously, unreasonably, and without foundation and consequently a\vard attorney fees 
to the County on appeaL 
RESPONDENT'S BRIEF- 6 143 
CONCLUSION 
Bonner County acted reasonably in forfeiture proceedings against property 
statute relevance is both un-imerpreted by case and convoluted. Because the 
acted reasonably under the circumstances, this Court should deny the Defendant's 
request for attomey fees. Additionally, the Cmn1 should find that Bonner County is entitled to 
attomey fees incurred in litigating this appeal as the Defendant's appeal \\'as brought 
unreasonably and without foundation. raising issues which are not relevant on appeal and asking 
Court to second court on evidentiary matters and nothing more. 
DATED this day of -- 201 
Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
that a true and cmTect copy of the The undersigned hereby 
delivered as indicated on the -=__:._- of 201 to: 
VAL THORNTON 
Attomey at Law 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
HONORABLE JEFF BRUDIE 
District Court Judge 
Nez Perce County Courthouse 
P.O. Box 896 
Le\viston. ID 83501 
RESPONDENT'S BRJEF- 7 
u~,,~,J. postage prepaid 
faxed to (208) 263-
hand-delivered 
liL'-''""'"· postage prepaid 
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Docket No. CVll-00776 
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LOUIS MARSHALL 
For, Bonner County 




For, Appellant Michael Cunningham 
Jr. 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS: Appellate Argument 
BE IT KNOWN, THAT THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS WERE HAD, TO-WIT: 
Courtroom #1 
3:04:02 Counsel are present on the telephone. 
3:04:06 Court reviews case. Court notifies Counsel that this proceeding is being 
recorded and reported in courtroom here. 
3:05:14 Ms. Thornton presents Appellant's argument. This case has been briefed 
rather thoroughly. She presents argument re: word "shall". The statute says "shall". This 
is not an ambiguous matter. It is pretty common. The State filed three days late in this 
case. In this case is not jurisdictional; it was procedural. Prosecutor should have known 
this. Due process was not done here. The statute says Prosecutor shall take possession of 
property. That did not happen because County didn't take possession of money. There 
was error upon error. The attorney fees were reasonable. Her client should not have had 
to spend that much money to get his money back. State was clearly in error and then 
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prolonged the proceedings. Her client had to spend almost as much money trying to get 
money back as forfeiture was worth. This is not an ambiguous statute. This is an 
egregious error. The State continues to be unreasonable and her client should be awarded 
attorney fees. 
3:16:47 Mr. Marshall presents State's argument. It is a difficult statute to get 
through. Argument is contained in their brief. The lower Court denied attorney fees and 
that is why here. The lower Court was correct in its finding. There was no frivolous 
conduct on the part of the State. The lower Court was correct in not awarding attorney 
fees. 
3:18:38 Ms. Thornton responds to State's argument. The case was frivolous to 
begin with. This was not a reasonable error. 
3:20:02 Court responds. Court will take matter under advisement. Court will 
address in a vvritten ruling. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TB.E 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN MTD FOR THE COUNTY OF BOl\TNER 
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v. 
MICHAEL C. CUl,iNINGHAM 
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This matter is before the Court on appeal of the magistrate court's denial of Defendant's 
Motion for Attorney fees. A hearing on the appeal was held on October 24: 2012. 
Defendant/ Appellant Cunningham was represented by attorney Val Thornton. 
Plainti:fflRespondent Bonner County was represented by Prosecuting Attorney Louis E, 
MarshalL The Court, having read the transcripts of the hearing held June 20) 2011 and 
November 23. 2011 along with the briefs filed by the parties. ha·ving heard oral arguments of 
counsel, and being fully advised in the matter, hereby renders its decision. 
Bonner County '1!. Cunningham & S90SO.OO 
Opinion &. Order on appeal 
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FACTUALANDPROCEDURALBACKGROUND 
A search v.'3.II'ailt was obtained on March 30, 2011 by the Sandpoint City Prosecutor for 
execution upon the residence of Defendant Michael Cunningham. The property subject to the 
search warrant was searched on March 30, 2011, the same day the search warrant was obtained. 
Subsequent to the search, an inventory report indicated a number of items were seized as 
evidence of marijuana possession and use. Also seized but not listed on the search warrant 
inventory was $9050.00 located in a safe in the residence searched. On May 3, 2011, thirty-four 
days after the money was seized, the Bonner County Prosecutor filed a forfeiture action against 
the $9050.00. The forfeiture action was dismissed on June 26: 2011 after the magistrate court 
detennined that the forfeiture statute required the action be flled within thirty~days of seizure of 
the subject property. 
Despite dismissal of the forfeiture action by the court; the money was not returned to the 
Defendant The County informed the magistrate court that the money was in the possession of 
the City of Sandpoint as it was being held as evidence in the criminal case being prosecuted by 
the City. Based on the position taken by the Bonner County Prosecutor, Defendant Cunningham 
filed a second motion for the return ofbis property including the City of Sandpoint as a party. A 
hearing was set on the motion but, three days prior to the hearing and four months after the 
seizure, the magistrate court entered an order releasing the money on ex parte motion of the City 
prosecutor, Defendant Cunningham subsequently filed a motion for attorney fees pursuant to 
I. C.§ 12-117, or in the alternative, for an evidentiary hearing pursuant to LC. § 12-123. The 
County objected to the motion and a hearing was held on November 23~ 2011. The magistrate 
court entered an Order dated November 28, 2011 denying the Defendant's request for attorney 
Bonner CoUTJJy v. Cunningham & $9050.00 
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fees and denying his request for an evidentiary hearing. Defendant Cunningham filed a Notice 
of Appeal on January 9, 2012. 
STANDARD ON APPEAL 
The standard to be applied on appeal of the grant or denial of attorney fees pursuant to 
I. C. § 12-117 is whether the lower court abused its discretion. Rammell v. State, 2012 WL 
4055352 (2012); City of Osburn v. Randel, 152 Idaho 906, 908,277 P.3d 353,355 (2012). 
Idaho Code § 12-117 reads in relevant part: 
Unless otherwise provided by statute, in any proceeding involving as adverse 
parties a state agency or a political subdivision and a person, the state agency, 
political subdivision or the court hearing the proceeding, including on appeal, 
shall award the prevailing party reasonable attorneys fees, witness fees and other 
reasonable expenses, if it finds that the nonprevailing party acted without a 
reasonable basis in fact or law. 
I.C. § 12-117(1). 
The statute [I. C. § 12-117] is not discretionazy but provides that the court must 
award attorney fees where a state agency did not act with a reasonable basis in 
fact or law in a proceeding involving a person who prevails in the action. See 
Dep't of Finance v. Resou:rce Service Co., Inc., 134 Idaho 282, 284, 1 P.3d 783, 
785 (2000). As previously explained by this Court. one of the purposes of this 
section is to provide a remedy for persons i:Vho have borne unfair and unjustified 
financial burden attempting to correct mistakes agencies should never have 
made. Bogner v. State Dep't of Revenue & Taxation, 107 Idaho 854. 859,693 
P.2d 1056~ 1061 (1984). 
Fischer v. City of Ketchum, 141 Idaho 349. 356, 109 P.3d 1091 (2005). 
AJ.~ALYSIS 
In the instant matter, the Court held a hearing in June 2011 on Defendant Cunningham's 
Motion to Dismiss. At the end of the hearing, the Court found I. C. § 37-2744(c)(3) required the 
forfeiture to be filed within thirty days of seizure of the property and found the language 
Bonnet County v. Cunningham & $9050.00 
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mandatory rather than directory as argued by the Bonner County prosecutor. At the request of 
the parties, the magistrate court took up Defendant's Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs at a 
later date in order to give the parties time to brief the issue. A hearing on the Motion was held 
on November 23, 2011 after which the magistrate took the matter under advisement On 
November 28, 2011, the lower court issued a vvritten ruling denying the Motion. 
In roling on the motion for fees and costs. the magistrate court determined it bad likely 
erred when it dismissed the forfeiture action as untimely. The magistrate found interpretation of 
the thirty day language in I. C.§ 37-2744(c)(3) was one of first impression and, after carefully 
reviewing the case of State, Dept. of Law Enforcement v. One Willys Jeep, V .I.N. 573481691, 
100 Idaho 150, 595 P.2d 299 (1979), found the court had likely erred in dismissing the forfeiture 
action as untimely, as upon reevaluation the court found the thirty day language directory rather 
than mandatory. The court then found it was not unreasonable for the Bonner County prosecutor 
to have believed the thirty day language was directory rather than mandatory, '\\'aS not 
unreasonable for the prosecutor to file the action on the thirty-fourth day after seizure of the 
property, and that it was not unreasonable for the County to oppose dismissal of the forfeiture 
filing. 
On appeal, this Court has been asked to determine whether the magistrate court abused its 
discretion when it denied the Defendant's Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs. Given the 
analysis made by the lower court, and the absence of a finding that the County acted without a 
reasonable basis, this Court is tmable to find the magistrate court abused its discretion and erred 
when it found the Defendant was not entitled to an award of attorney fees and costs under I. C. § 
Bonner County v. Cunningham & $9050.00 
Opinion & Order on appeal 
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ORDER 
The ruling of the magistrate court denying Defendant Cwmingham's Motion for Attorney 
Fees and Costs is hereby AFFIRMED. 
Appellant/Defendant Curmffigham~s request for attorney fees and costs on appeal are 
hereby DENIED. 
Respondent!Plamtiff Bonner County's request for attorney fees and costs on appeal are 
hereby DENIED. 
Bonner County v. Cunningham & $90.50.00 
Opinion &. Order on appeal 
Dated this 5€ day ofNovember2012. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing OPINION A.l\TD ORDER ON APPEAL was: 
. '2/\iL 
_L_ faxed this _'J.J_"' day ofNovember1 2012, or 
__ hand delivered via court basket this_ day ofNovember, 2012, or 
_d_ mailed; postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this ~day of 
November: 2012; to: 
Louis Marshall 
Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney 
127 South First Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83 864 
Val Thornton 
Thornton Law Office 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint; ID 83864 
Bonner County District Court 
FAX: 208-265"1447 
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Opinion & Order on appeal 
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VAL 1HORNTON 
Attorney for Defendant 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83 864 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
ISB #6517 
THORNTON LAW OFFICE 
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MICHAEL C. CUNNINGHAM, ) 
Real Party in Interest ) 
) 
J",lJNE THOUSA.l'ID FIFTY DOLLARS ) 
US Currency ) 
) 
Defendant/Appellant. ) 
Case No. CV-2011-0776 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: Bonner Conllty Idaho~ Prosecuting Attomey Louis Marsh~ and to the clerk 
of the above entitled court: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named appellant, Michael C. Cunningham, appeals against the above 
named respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Opinion and Order on Appeal, 
entered in the above entitled action on the 30th day ofNovember. 2012, Honorable Judge 
JeffM_ Brudie presiding. 
2. The appellant bas a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court. and the order 
described above is an appealable order pursuant to I.AR 11(a)(2) 
3. Issue on appeal is whether the magistrate erred in denying attorney fees incurred in 
defending against forfeiture action that was untimely filed by the county. 
MOTION FOR AN EXTENSION OF 11MB PAGEl 
PAGE 02/04 
01/11/2013 14:28 208-255-2327 THORNTON LAW OFFICE PAGE 03/04 
4 ~ No portion of the record has been sealed. 
5. Transcripts of the hearings have been prepared on appeal to district court; 
appellant requests the transcripts to be included in the record on appeal to the Supreme 
Court 
6. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record 
in addition to those automattica1Iy included under Rule 28, I.AR · 
Search warrant 
Warrant return 
Appellant's motion for return of property 
Order returning property 
7. I hereby certifY that: 
a) No additional transcripts are requested. 
b) All transcripts have been paid for and entered into the record~ 
c) The estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid. 
d) The appellate filing fee has been paid. 
e) Service has been made upon all parties requred to be served, and upon the 
attorney general pursuant to Section 67-1401 (1 ), Idaho Code. 
JJATED this \l t... day of $ili.l~- 2013. 
\1Q-rk~ 
Val Thornton, Attorney at Law 
MOTION FOR AN EXfENSION OF TIME PAGE2 
01/11/2013 14:28 208-255-2327 THORNTON LAW OFFICE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies~ true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
delivered as indicated on the l\.::_ day of n~ 2013, to: 
LOlliS MARSHALL 
Bonner County Prosecutor 
Bonner County Courthouse 
127 South First Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
LA~CEGWASDEN 
Attorney General 
700 W. Jefferson Street 
P. 0. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
HONORABLE JEFF BRUDJE 
District Coun Judge 
Nez Perce County Courthouse 
P. O.Box896 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
HONORABLE BARBARA BUCHANAN 
:Magistrate Judge 
Bonner County Counhouse 
215 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
MOTION FOR AN EXTENSION OF TIME 
_mailed, postage prepaid 
~faxed to (208) 263-6726 
hand-delivered 
_mailed, postage prepaid 
~faxed to (208) 854-8071 
_hand-delivered 
_mailed. postage prepaid 
.x_faxed to (208) 799-3058 
hand-delivered 
_mailed, postage prepaid 





IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
BONNER COUNTY, IDAHO, ) SUPREME COURT NO. 40642 
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MICHAEL C. CUNNINGHAM, ) 
Real Party in Interest ) 
) 
NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS ) 
US Currency ) 
) 
Defendant/ Appellant. ) _______________________ ) 
I, Marie Scott, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, do certify that the foregoing Record in this cause 
was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct and complete Record of 
the pleadings and documents requested by Appellant Rule 28. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court this ~}~".;',day of April, 2013. 
MARIE SCOTT 
Clerk of the District Court 
Clerk's Certificate 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
BONNER COUNTY, IDAHO, ) SUPREME COURT NO. 40642 
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MICHAEL C. CUNNINGHAM, ) 
Real Party in Interest ) 
) 
NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS ) 
US Currency ) 
) 
Defendant-Appellant. ) 
I, Marie Scott, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, do hereby certify that the following is offered as 
the Clerk's exhibit on appeal: 
NONE 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court this of 2013. 
Marie Scott 
Clerk of the District Court 
Certificate of Exhibits 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 







MICHAEL C. CUNNINGHAM, ) 
Real Party in Interest ) 
) 
NINE THOUSAND FIFTY DOLLARS ) 
US Currency ) 
) 
Defendant- Appellant. ) 
SUPREME COURT NO. 40642 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
OF SERVICE 
I, Marie Scott, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and 
for the County of Bonner, do hereby certify that I have personally served or mailed, by United 
Parcel Service, one copy of the CLERK'S RECORD to each of the Attorneys of Record in this 
cause as follows: 
MR. LOUIS MARSHALL 
127 S. FIRST A VENUE 
SANDPOINT, ID 83864 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
MS. VAL THORNTON 
4685 UPPER PACK RIVER ROAD 
SANDPOINT, ID 83864 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this . \c~~vtiay of April, 2013. 
Marie Scott 
Clerk of the District Court 
Certificate of Service 
